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TechnicalServicesIn 196l
Meunrcs F. Tnusnn, Professor
School of Library Seruice
Columbia Universit^t.New Yorh

DERHAPS IT IS JUST AS WELL to start this review of developments
in technical servicesin 196r with comment on an ALA release,dated
I
December r3. This was just about the close of the year, and prepares the
reader for things to come. The first sentence reads as follows: "An automated Library of the Future designed by the American Library Association in cooperation with leading firms in the electronics field and employing latest techniques in storage and retrieval will be on display at the
Seattle World's Fair." How technological change will bring a new dimension in library programs will be an objective of "Library zr," as the Library of the Future will be called. Industrial participants in the project
include some of the best known firms. Among other things, "the electronic
machines are currently being packed with information by librarians so
that questions on nearly every conceivable subject will receive prompt,
accurate response." There will be teaching machines, closed-circuit television, tailored reading lists, and other displays or activities that will be
available to visitors. Undoubtedly, Seattle will be the place to go to in
r 9 6 z!
From this expected excitement, we move to quieter developments for
the year. Our colleague, Paul Dunkin, might have titled this review, "The
Year of the Great Code Explosion." This matter of code revision, however, is to be covered by Dunkin, who has been staying with this issue in
the various library journals. Here it may be worth observing that the one
obvious comment that might be made on the bristling discussionsof the
code during the year is that it is better that they are made now and not
after a code has been published. The implications of the proposed changes
in the code for administrators are quite important.
Since the various specific areas of the technical services (acquisitions,
cataloging, etc.) are being reviewed again in this issue by assistanteditors
in charge of special fields, selection has been made of the following topics
that are not likely to be covered by the other contributors: (r) organizational activities, (z) over-all matters, (3) centralized processing, (4) documentation, (5) personnel and training problems, (6) standards, (7) quarters, and (8) foreign developrnents. Reports, dissertations, surveys, and
periodical literature are refered to in the review.
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O rganizational Actiaities
No works of organizational significance specifically related to technical
services appeared during the year. Arthur Kittlel in his dissertation referred to patterns of organization which have value for the technical
services as well as for other units of public libraries. The work contains
an exhaustive review of the literature on management as well as an analysis of primary sources which he used at the Enoch Pratt Free Library.
Apparently the need to coordinate the various technical serviceswill
continue to arise in specific library systems.Tauber and Kingery2 in their
survey of the technical services of the Cuyahoga County Public Library
recommended placement of the services under the general supervision of
a single officer. The report also contains detailed recommendations on
organizatio'nalpatterns and operations.
Although E. W. Erickson3 completed his doctoral dissertation on college and university library surveys in rg58, it has been made available
only during 196r in an ACRL Monograph (No. zfi. Chapter IV is devoted to the "Technical Services," and Erickson examines in detail the
results of r47 recommendations made by suweyors in twelve college and
university surveys,rg38-r952. He found that of the recommendations, rog,
or 7o.r per cent of the total for technical services,had been achieved in
some degree. In such matters as establishing union catalogs and serial
records, the best successwas achieved; in cataloging and classification,
order work, binding operations, and combinations of related activities,
recommendations had been carried out with almost equal success.There
are many elusive or human factors in the achievement of recommendations in surveys, and these are not always easy to ferret out after the years
have passed.In general, it may be observed that surveys have a precip.itating function which may result in the carrying out of specific recommendations in a long-range program.
More specifically, A. Annette L. Hoag# completed a study of the opinions of librarians and others concerning the Library of Congress classification and of the practices in libraries in handling the schedules of this
system.The study also contains material on the structure of the schedules.
Note might also be made here of the volume on American Library Classification,ny Leo La Nlontagne,s which contains both biograpny of inaividuals concerned with classification and history of classifications,with
special reference to the Library of Congress sysrem.
Ouer-all Matters
Reference to volumes in "The State of the Library Art," a seriesedited
by Ralph R. Shaw and published by the Graduate School of Library
Serviceof Rutgers University, was made in the LRTS review of technical
services in 196o. During the past year several other volumes have appeared. Any summary of the reviews of these volumes at this time may be
premature, but it may be said that in many casesthere has been limited
evaluation of the content of the volumes and more concern about the
t02
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format, organization of material, inadequate indexing, and insufficient
"interpretation." This is not to underestimate the importance of such
matters and these are useful criticisms, but not the whole of the marrer.
Requests were made for "more research," even though there may well be
some reservation as to the likely applications of research in various areas
of the technical services. More summaries of summaries were asked for in
certain instances.The present writer, as one who has participated in this
project, was generally directed to restrict himself to the ,statemenr$of
writers and to let the record reveal to a certain extent whether or not
there was a basis for additional research in a particular area. Whether or
not it is a useful outcome, the work on these volumes will have some
definite value in the revision of Technical Seruicesin Libraries, now in
process.Leon Carnovsky,oin the December r5, 196r, issue of the Library
Journal, in an article on the Council on Library Resources, Inc. and
possible areas of research,has pointed out that the targets for research in
the projects of the Council have been predominantly in the areas of the
technical services. Carnovsky is willing to await further action on the
targets for researchsuggestedin the volumes of "The State of the Library
Art." He has sugeestedareas of research on a broader basis and includes
technical services along with other areas of librarianship (e.g., library
history, library establishment and development, the scholar's use of literature, the library as a public agency,mass communications, and education
for librarianship).
At the meeting of the Association of Research Libraries in Chicago,
January 3r, 196r, a paper prepared by Tauber and Kingery? sought to
analyze some of the administrative implications of the proposed rules in
the code revision. fn that paper the various rules were discussedin respect
to possible changesrequired in the catalog. Since the question of what a
particular library will do if the proposed rules are pur into efiecr depends
somewhat on the present practices, it was difficult to be as specific as one
would like. However, the paper served to raise a number of issues that
should be taken into consideration in respect to possible approaches to
altering parts of large catalogs.
Although it is directed toward the general problem of classification,
it appears important in this summary to call attention to the report on the
pilot study of the stack use in the classified collections of the Library of
Congress. Dubesters pointed out the results of a study conducted by
Herner and Company, of Washington, through interviews of individuals
using the stacksof the Library of Congress.A group of 3z questions were
askedof r8r individuals. It was indicated thar more information is needed
{or the activities of the "nonspecific-book seekers."Other studies of users
and catalogsare suggested.Dubester observesthat "The ultimate question
is whether the organization of books on shelves by sub.ject is an economically justifiable undertaking when collections assume the monumental
proportions of those of the Library of Congress and numerous other general research libraries in the United Stares.The pilot study will help in
the preparation of a more incisive investigation of this question." It seems
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that such a study might well involve the "numerous other general research libraries" which have quantitatively more stack users than does
the Library of Congress.
Another over-all area of interest is the work of organizations and asso,
ciations. In a review of this kind it is impossible to pick up all of the activities of all agenciesinterested in the teihnical services.However, the im.

Documentation Institute, through its several committees and its journal;
and other library groups, including such bodies as rhe Association of
American Law Libraries, and the Council on National Library Associations, have been cognizant of the implications for library service in such
matters as code revision, international cataloging rules, union catalogs,
preservation of library materials, reproduction of library materials, and
the application of machinery to library operarions. The Council on
Library Resources,Inc., has been aware of its direct ability to assist in
studies aimed at the solurion of problems facing American libraries. In
related areas, the National Science Foundation has been giving support
to projects which may result in beneficial findings for library service,particularly in more specializedareas.
Centralize d Processing

general articles on centralized processing as well as references to individual processingcenters,Veteran's Administration centralized processing,
union catalogs, card reproduction, and progress under the Library
ServicesAct.
Attention may be given to several other items which appeared during
the year. The Winter, 196r, issueof LRTS contains three papers of special
interest. Mary L. Eckford's report on the Library Service Cenrer of Eastern Ohio is replete with details, and Evelyn D. Mullen and Orcena Mahoney provide summary articles on various projects. All three of these
papers give some idea of the growing potential of cenralized processing.
The Library Jotrlnal for February r5, 196r contains three articles (Shirley
L. Hopkinson, W. H. Kaiser and R. M. Lightfoot, Jr.) on centralized
processing.
The first draft of a manual of procedures, Centralized Cataloging for
Elementary and,Junior High Schootswas issued in June by the Bureau of
Libraries, Board of Education, New York City.ro This representsa further
lo4
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i" the program that has been before rhe schoorribrary adminisrration
f!"n
ior-several
years-to make catalog cards available through .,central catafor all books on^the list 'L]brary Books for Eleme"ntaryand
l"-+ls
Junior
High Schools' and its^Supplem..rtr." -ih* gth abridged
edition of bewey
and a combination of seiis list and. that of Rue and La plante
are used.
Detailed stepsin operationsare enumerated.
In his_proposalfor a-library program in Tarrant County, Texas, peter_
son noted that "The-selection and processingof all books for the
county
should be cenrralized in the Fort \i/orth pultic Library. The
centraliza_
tion of these functions will eliminate overlapping of effort."11
4."?11....1
developmenr worrh noting is tne fuittrer availability of com_
"library service,' units equipied to orcler, process, catilog,
and
T:*ii-t
ship library materials "to you r"udy io. immediate circulation." with the
increase of pressure on sma-ll and.for new libraries to provide
expanding
services,the introduction of the commercial supplier of te.hnical-servicei
rj
ulexpected. Several new firms have developed. In the report on the
lot
colton Public Library, Boaz makes the following comment'after ind.icating inadequacies in present technicar operations-and records:
rt is suggested
rhat the library investigatethe advisabilityof a co-operativeagreement with a larger library to have the catalogingand crassificatiln
done on a
prorated chargebasis;or, that the library make use of the services
of a commercial_company..
..In_the opinion of the suryeyors,the co_operative
agreement
with a larger library is by fai the better of theserwo suggestiions.r2
Apparently, however, the commerciar firms are filring
a vacuum. rt would
appear that older ones have been,in operation long"enoughio.
tt. profession to examine the results. rndeed, the commercial
approach may be
the answer for particular library situations.
Documentation
The field of documentation continues to push in
all directions in
respect to interest in equipment, services,and tiaining
p".*rrrr.r. The
report of the American Documentation rnstitute coLmittee
"r
on .Educa_
tion and'rrainilg
in Documen-tationl' (Lea M. Bohnert, chairman) indicated such conditions as the foilowing: (i) more coursesin documentation
are being given than_is generally reatiiea, (z) most of these
courses are
given in established library schoors, (3) reading lists contairrl
.or. of
books and other sources suitable for an introdu"ctory course, (a)
there is
emphasis in relating techniques of clocumentrtiorl=io
.rtuni::r.?1i.rs
lished library methods and/or new mathimatical or engineering
conceprs,
(5) t|. -1io.. self-imposed resrricrion is undue emphuJi, or-,
th? rerrieval
portion of the documenra_tionprocess, and (6) -i;o.
lacks are suitable
textbooks' casehistories of appfication, and -o.. p.rr"t.uti.rg
tut,orutory
and workshop sessions.rt wai indicated that five textbooks in'the
fierd of
documentation are in^the processof preparation and u..
to n"
completedin either r96z or r963.
"*p..t"a
Any coverage of documentation for r96r shourd incrude reference
to
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new science of information storage and retrieval which has been developed to meet this problem is, ironically, one of those in which the flow of

may be made of the article, by Allen Kenl,ra which is an interesting.speculatibn on the future of documentation. Kent believes that the publication
of literature will increase to such a quantity and complexity that there
will be increased need to provide services which Plevent duplication of
research. fle also states thit the pressure on documentation centers will
become so heavy that all approaclies but mechanical information retrieval
will eventually break down.
imf)ortant to our area of
fEditor's trot.r Do.ntoentation is becoming so
been added to our Edihas
Documentation
for
Editor
Advisory
an
work,
torial Board.]
Personnel and Train,ing Problems
Among the important issues that face the profession is the teaching of
technical services. With the revision of the catalog code arousing some

turn prospective catalogers into some other activity in library service? Or
will i? s.rggett that catiloging is a lot of fun, since there is an approach
which sayithat cataloging is not done once and for all time, but requires
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back too much. Dunkin, in his paper, ..The Development
of Technical
Training," calls attention^to the impossibility of teaching pro
f:Iut..r
cedures and machines which are in a state oi change and turmoit.
rrre
and should be replaced by the why.
is to get some agreement on ttre why.
should be the leaders in innovation,
ms of placement of students. Imagine
into the present structure of library
that texrbooks might be more efieices are stressed.How this latter progested by Skipper and Frarey is diffiut "The Present State and Future
" observesthat we are working with
more knowledge than we can absorb. Thus, technical services
in libraries
need constant reconsideration. rrowever, local variables
in personnel,
conditions of work, physical facilities, etc., make universal
soiutions of
technrcal problems impossible if not mighty difficurt,
even if we assume
the principles or theories are correct. The relation of
the future to the
rt action, and the development of
re solution for the particular library.
, local situations and the exrenr to
lopments which may have more than
school of thought in library service
n-this point, but it should be pointed
slow and fast in acceptance of new
i-!e1'.somgtimes they_rag so long that "ribrarians" by oth'er
names take
over; rn other cases,they accept radical changes without
having factual
basis for th-e changes. Frarey rngg.rt. that technical
services will become
more complex, that centralization will become more and more
important,
that catalog codes and subject heading rists will be simplified,
and thar
machine systemswill be utilized -or"
pup.r, are being
[These
"it"rrrively.
published in full in the
issue
of the'loLrnat if hducatton yor
Librarianshi.p (Frareryand-;gua-ry
Dunkin) and in LRTS (Skipper and D,awson)l
Standards
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Foreign DeueloPments
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to technical services, and there are developing libraries which compare
favorably to anything in the countries that have had years of professional
direction as an advantage. In general, the progress is associated with the
bringing in of trained personnel.
The provision of service through proper mechanical approaches
should not be regarded as diminishing in any respect the primary importance of personnel, buildings, and other physical needs. For the best service, however, all of these elements should go together; otherwise, the failures in technical services will emerge at a later day, and the costs of
adjustments will need to be faced.

r. Kittle, Arthur T. "Manageme",;"*T:l::

public Library Adminisrration
in the

United States, rg2b-rg5b." (D.L.S. dissertation, Columbia University, 196r)
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ALA, rgr6r. (ACRL Mrnograph No. z5)
4. Hoage, A. Annette L. "T'he Library of Congress Classification in the United States:
A Survey of Opinions and Practices, with Attention to Problems of Structure and
Application."
(D.L.S. dissertation, Columbia University, 1916r). A summary article
will appear in ZR IS later this year.
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7. Tauber, Maurice F. and Kingery, Robert E. Administratiue Impl,i.cations ol the New
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r4. Kent, Allen. "Documentation." Library Trend,s, ro:224-42. October r96r.
r5. American Library Association. Library Education Division. "Newsletter." No. 39,
S e p t e m b e r ,r 9 6 r , p . 6 - 7 .
16. American Libiary Association. Library Technology Project. Deuelopment ol Performance Standard,slor Library Binding,Phase I. Suntey Team Report, April r96t.
Chicago, 196r.
r7. Council on Library Resources, lnc. 5th Annual Report for the Year Ending June jo,
196r. fWashington] rgOr.
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rg. Grim, Ray W. "National Library of Medicine." Library Journal,86:4o9r-99, December r, 196r.
zo. Idem,
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Work in
A Sampling
of the Yeay's
and Resources
Acquisitions
Donorsv Bnvrs.lssociate Director
School of LibrarianshiP
Uniuersity of Washington
Seattle

cel I f HAT IS UNIQUE and what must remain the scholar's dream for
Y Y decades to come are the fabulous research facilities provided in
the United States.. . . I can only speak for my own discipline, but this I
do with gusto: the bibliogtaphical apparatus, books, manuscripts, journals which I failed to assemble in seven years hard efiort in my home
country, I obtained for my desk in the University in America within one
year. The University lavishly orders whatever book I want; books which
are not available are microfilmed and flown over; there is the Inter-Library
loan service,which makes available to the scholar all the books and rare
items obtainable from any library or university on the North American
Instead. of having to bribe the recalcitrant
continent-at no cost.
minor in charge of a temple-library, and then squat in a damp, hot, fly
and. mosquito infested corner copying out Passages,I have the blown-up
microfilm copies on my comfortable desk in an air-conditioned office, with

that the channels of "accessibility" have proved open and smooth. To

of others. The entire roll caII would fill several issuesof LRTS and, therefore, this article must be selective with the hope that its references will
lead beyond its immediate summary.
The Rare
The rare and the uncommon book have been one of the meats of disIro
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scripts" held the attention of the American librarians at oberlin with

firms for more accessibletitles.2

follow, but it is well to know where they are reiterated.B
delightful_essayby John Carter in the
June 26, ryil AB repeats the
. .A
old cry about the great books of all time i"tri.n havE come frim their
origins in England and the continent to the libraries of America. He
turns the table, however, with an account of the traffic of the last few
years of some of these very same great books back from the united states
auctions and booksellers to permanent lodgement in foreign librariespointing out that the Atlantic is no longer i on.--uy flow.
Volume 6, Number z, Spring, rgdz
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South America-Pub lications, Proj ects, Conf erences
Three landmark publications headline the "Latin-American explo'
sion" of intense bibliographic and acquisitional interest which has characterized North, Central, and South America in the last year with deepeningroots from the years before. Boohs in the Americas: A Study to the
Principal Bawiers to the Boohtrade in the America.s,by Peter S. Jennison
and William H. Kurth, was prepared for the American Book Publishers'
Council at the request of the Organization of American States, and was
published by the Pan American IJnion.
The authors assert that the study is a "point of departure," but it is
far more than that, gathering its information as it did from the governments of the member states of the OAS, government offices, and trade organizations of the U. S., making an analysis of the over-all situation of
commercial publication and circulation flow (or non-flow) of books, newspapers, maps, and printed music; and an individual presentation of the
effecting factors within twenty-one individual countries. A description of
the present status of the booktrade in the Americas leads to information
on the export-import book trade; the leading exporters of books; the book
exports of Spain and Portugat which are a part of the picture; availability
of books of U. S. origin; and throughout, a careful support by figures and
statistics.Such barriers to the free circulation of publications as the tariffs,
customs formalities, exchange controls, requirements for import and export licenses,and the strictures of censorship are examined. Conclusions
are specific and recommendations are practical, arranged in the categories
of: A) Internal Improvements; B) Regional Cooperation; C) International
Cooperation. This work will be a basis of reference for years to come,
besideswhich, it is written with clarity, dignity and flavor!
Fichero Bibliografico Hispanoamericano, published by R. R. Bowker
has appeared in its first issue, (Volume I, No. o) calling itself a "Preliminary Edition" and including some 6oo titles published in 196r received
by Bowker before October from r5o publishers in twelve Latin American
Countries. The work is intended to appear quarterly and to enlarge its
coverage which now includes books (the UNESCO definition of 49 pages)
published in the Spanish-speaking parts of Latin America, as well as
works in Spanish published in Canada, Brazil, European possessions
within the Caribbean, and the United States. The form is similar to the
BPR,and the New York Pub,lic Library is responsible.for the cataloging,
the classification following the Spanish edition of Dewey. An authortitle index and a directory of publishers adds to its quick usefulness,and
there is no doubt that this cooperative venture of Bowker and the New
York Public Library, supported by the Rockefeller Foundation, is a new
milestone in trade bibliography.
The third landmark is connected with education for librarianship in
Latin America, La Seleccion Y Adquisi,cion d,e Libros by Fernando
Peflalosa,p,ublished as the first in a seriesof planned manuals for librarianship by the Pan American IJnion. The text, entirely in Spanish except
for a number of titles in their original languagesin the various bibliogratrg

t
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phies, sets forth the functions of a library; the problems of supply and
demand for books and materials; criteria of evaluation; instructlon as to
how to make reviews and annotations; study of the trade and national
bibliographies of a number of the Latin American countries as well as
Spain, Portugal, France, Great Britain, and the United States; directions
as to the.procedures of acquisition; and a concluding chapter on special
aspectssuch as gifts and exchanges.This is a lVlanual which could well be
used by any Spanish-reading library school srudenr and a volume that
Helen Haines would have been glad to welcomel Its author formerly
taught at the University of Southern California School of Library Science
and knows the North American as well as the Latin-American library and
book trade.
LACAP, the joint project of Stechert-Hafner, the University of Texas,
New York Public and other member libraries. continues to sustain on-the-
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Mexico, and that studies be made for the possibility of setting uP centets
of inter-library cooperation and exchange of surplus materials.5
The Sixth Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American Library
Materials preceded the 196r A.L.A. The Seminar, known as SAI-AIM,
made twenty-two recommendations in the field of bibliogtaphy, many of
them urging aid in minimizing duplication and achieving greater comprehensivenessin existing bibliographic endeavours. To this end, a Pilot
Center for Bibliogtaphic Information for the Caribbean was proposed;
that the issuance of a quarterly report on annotated American bibliogtaphies and reviewing journals be explored, and that the Inter-American
Reuiew of Bibliography be strengthened; that the Centro Mexicano de
Escritores be encouraged to bring up to date its Catalogo de Publicaciones
Periodicas Mexicanos; that the establishment of an Institute of Book Publishing in Latin America be urged; that the problems of acquiring official
publications be studied; that the microfilming of official serials be investigated; and the status of exchangesbe examined, with particular attention
to exchangeswith Venezuela.o
These two important Conferences are only an indication of the interests of a number of Conferences held, subjects covered, and ideas presented. Principal papers are now available from the z6th Conference of
FID held in Rio de Janeiro in July, 196o, and actions of the Conferences
are to be found in the publications of UNESCO and various referencesin
Library Literature.
The New York Public Library is involved in a cooperative project
with the Pan American Union and G. K. Hall and Company of Boston in
the compilation and publication of a quartedy Index to Latin American
Periodi,calsin the fields of the humanities and the social sciences.Some
3oo titles were listed in the first issue,and there will be an annual cumulation of some 26,ooo entries in Spanish. In the same subjects, the Hispanic
Foundation of the Library of Congresshas published its significant Handbook of Latin American Studies, No. zz, which contains selective, annotated reviews of nearly 36oo monographs and articles, emphasizing important publications on Latin America which have originated outside the
western hemisphere.
No librarian interested in Latin America can miss the Library Jour'
nal, November r5, 196r issue which deals with "Libraries in Latin
America," including articles on separate libraries, their needs, the lack of
bibliographical aids, the beginning development of "trade tools," and the
status of library education. A further "must" is the paper by Marietta
Daniels in the July-August number of the A.L.A. Bulletin in which she
describesthe history of the Organization of American States, and its emphasis upon the improvement of bibliographic services. The publications,
past and projected, are announced, and anyone unfamiliar with the work
of the Pan American Union will be amazed that one organization could
have encouraged and sponsored so very much learning in so very short a
time.
Not only must books be listed and known, but they must also be crer14
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Spanish and Portuguese as well as books written by Latin American authors, to make quality and low cost reading materials readily accessible
for children, young and older people.
This is only the smallest sampling of the bibliographic "explosion" in
Latin America. Other high spots and other coniinued programs well
deservemention.
Africa

learned to read and write in the Southern Rhodesian schools. On the

materially increased.8

In connection with African literature, book trade, and libraries, it is
interesting to note that Franklin Publications is sending a survey team to
Nigeria and Ghana as well as to South America, to learn all that it can
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about the book needs of the area and to recommend steps that may be
taken in providing assistance,suggesting translation and means of procurement.

for African materials.
Plans

for

the

rrnsr

SEMINAR oN THE A6QUISITIqN

oF AFRIqAN

LIBRARY

are being made by the New York Public Library to take place
MATERTALS
in the summe. or eully fall of 1962 to consider means of securing materials
from and about the area south of the Sahara and north of the Republic of
South Africa. At least five African librarians will attend, and United
Stateslibrarians who are interested are invited'

a Conover compilation.e It seemsfitting to close the African comments
with the u.rnorrnce-ent of the publication of the Current National. BibIiography for South Afric,a preparecl by the State Library in Pretoria. This
is an outgrowth and cumulation of the monthly lists of publications received.as legal deposit under the Copyright Act. The new work aims at
completenessfor all forms of material published in South Africa and will
be issued on a quarterly basis with five year cumulations.
Russia
Perhaps the most obvious venture toward cooperation by Russian and
American librarians was carried on by the cultural exchange visit early
in r96r of seven leading American librarians to Russia and four Russian
librarians to the States.One of the purposes of the trip was to study the
dissemination of materials in each country and to promote the exchange
of information and publications. The American librarians were impressed
by the number and size of the bookstores, the volume of sales, and the
amount of foreign scientific and technical literature to be found in the
libraries. Their observations are born out by Robert Beer's remarks on
"Sino-Soviet Bloc Publishing in Non-Bloc Languages" in the September 25, ry6r, Publishers' Weehly. The terrific upsurge in book publication since 1959, Mr. Beers believes due to the new book publishing facilities. Every category of book is included, and as many or more titles are
published by the USSR outside its borders as in them.
Exchange is an important part of the Russian library Program'
nationally and internationally, with libraries, universities, and scientific
.
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Research libraries in the United states are securing translated social
sciencematerial from the ussR and. Eastern Europe b/a cooperative distribution program of the council of Learned Societies and the office of
Technical Services of the u. S. Department of commerce. over r4,ooo
pages of social science material from the USSR and
4g,ooo pages from
Eastern Europe are being translated each year. some 6o libraries are
subscribing depositories, and the orS distribures rhe materials twice a
month.ll In July 196r, the Russian Scientific Translation program was
transferred to the National Library of Medicine and renamed Ihe scientific Translation Program. Through this service, Russian biomeclical
journals are translared and sent to selectedlibraries. still obtainable with.

Asia
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London School of Oriental and African studies and that the publication
should be annual with a five year cumulation'
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"fundamental achievement" of the Farmington Plan as the "first project
to push American libraries into real subjecispecialization achievements."
Mr. Esterquest examined the various methods by which library cooperation could be and have been carried out. His five areas suggestedfor
continued improvement emphasizehis theme that priority is today placed
on the principles of "accessto" rather than "ownership of" materials, and
he pleads for a thoroughgoing study of library cooperation to be made
soon. His definition of "library cooperation" and his discussion of "centtalization" versus "decentralization" could be talking points for action.
Not on every librarian's shelf but in every librarian's knowledge
should be the information included in the papers which make up Part II
of Neus Notes For California Librarieso published in Spring, 196r. The
general title, "Cooperative Planning for California Libraries" covered the
materials of the two day Institute sponsored by the School of Library
Science at the University of Southern California, in February. A skillful
summary of the kind of library cooperation already existing in California
and that which might be furthered by the establishment of Bibliographic
Centers and Storage and Reference Centers was explored. The value of
this compact, small publication is not for California alone, but holds
implications for library service in many areas throughout the country.
Even more strongly may this be said about the report of Keyes D. Metcalf,
Cooperation Among Maine Libraries, Mr. Metcalf surveyed the cooperative activities of the seven larger Maine libraries and considered the four
major types of inter-library cooperation: r) joint storage; z) cooperation
in bibliographic control; 3) joint acquisition programs; and 4) interlibrary use. His recommendations hold tempering for the particular situation in Maine and show how the application of the four principles may
be adapted but still give increased availability of resource materials to
those who need them.
Science
An entire article could, and probably should, be written on cooperative movements toward bibliographic control within the subject of the
sciences.Only a few are touched here. The Scientific and Technical Serial
Publications of the World is to be a publication of the Scientific and
Technical Division of the Library of Congress, financed by a National
ScienceFoundation grant. This will be both a bibliography of sourcesand
a count of current serial titles, invaluable to acquisition and informational
services.The National Research Council of Canada is shortly to compile
A Directory of Canadian Scientific and Technical Periodicals. Biological
Abstracts is to make a 20 per cent expansion with a still wider coverageof
periodicals, and the Institute of Aerospace Scienceshas received a grant
to prepare a comprehensive annual subject index to the worldwide literature of aerospacetechnology.la
A cq uisit ions an d Resources
To make the acquisition of materials simpler, the Harrer and LadenVolume 6, Number z, Spring, t96z
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grant from CLR.
Other bibliographies are unusual in content; a slight sampling includes:
r. Ash, Lee, ed. Subject Collections.sd ed' N. Y., Bowker, 196r'
z. British National Trust. Catalogue of Boohs in National Tru,.stLibraries Printed. before t7oo. To be deposited in the Library of congress
when completed.
Blind'"
3. Fitzgerald, Mary. "sources of Reading Materials for the
Wilson Library Bulletin, January 196t. pp 370-73
4. Guid.e to Microforms in Print, t96o-Washington, D. C., Microcard
Editions, r96r.
the U' S'
5. Hamer, Philip. A Guide to Archiues and Manuscripts in
Compiled for the National Historical Publications Commission, Yale
University Press,r96r.
6. UNESCO. Bulletin on Bibliography, Docu,mentation and Terminolog, March, 196r. The new bi-monthly which merged the UNESCO
mont'hty Bultettn on scientific Documentation and Terminolog and the
Bibliographical News.

Guides have been used.
Costsand Figures
Resourcesinevitably lead to costs and to studies of statistics. The Li
.
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196l'TheYearthe Innocents
WentAbroad
Peul S. DuNrrN, Professor
Graduate School of Librar"t Setwices
Rulgers Uniuersily
New Brunswich, N. J.

SIR, WE SURE DID. For two weeks CCSers jammed the Paris
\/ES
f streets.Eating and drinking in sidewalk cafes.Eating and drinking at
large receptions and at private parties. And talking and waving our arms
long hours in half a dozen languagesabout-guess what!
But we did more than eat and drink and talk and wave our arms. We
worked out an agreement on an international statement of cataloging
principles. That statement is dramatic and historic. It endorsesmuch of
our own CCR; thus the "Lubetzky Report" of less than ten years ago
came to flower in an international scene.It endorsescorporate entry; thus
came an end to the long conflict with our brethren of the Prussian Instructions. Finally, most of the sectionsof the statement were endorsed by
overwhelming majorities; our own delegate, Wyllis Wright, found it
necessaryto vote against only two relatively minor provisions.
International bibliographical standardization may be closer than we
think.
In this issue of LRTS we publish the statement in full wirh commentary by Katharine Ball, who was the Canadian delegate, and with Wyllis
Wright's report of the Code Revision Committee's Midwinter action.
After Paris came London. Several of the American delegation, led by
Wyllis Wright, met with the Library Association's Cataloguing Rules
Committee and worked out plans for cooperation to make the new code
truly a code for all English-speakingpeoples.
The "Code at home" was lessdramatic in achievement.
Thanks to the Council on Library Resources,the Committee was able
to meet regularly and discussseveral problems and change several rules,
notably the rules on serials and on standard titles of editions and translations. In the fall issue of LRTS Audrey Smith listed the substantive
changes since publication of CCR in spring 196o. Also, thanks to CLR,
Seymour Lubetzky was able to give all summer to drafting a revised version of large portions of CCR; these are yet to be considered by the Commrttee.
At Cleveland Bernice Field and her Descriptive Cataloging Committee
had a useful and popular Code Revision Information Booth well supplied
both with copies of whar has been written about CCR and with sample
entries CCR would produce. At the CCS program meeting Seyrnour
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Lubetzky, Arnold Trotier, and Wyllis \Mright discussedworking Papen
p..pur.d for the Paris meeting and the American-position to,be taken at
ihu'r meeting. The Canadian Library Association held a one-day institute
on code revision with interesting papers and profitable discussion.
But for the "Code at home" it was the Year of the Twist'
when we first began to talk of code revision we were idealists: we
would build the besi of all possible codes without regard to cost; cost
could come larer. Actually it hever did work out quite this way. Discussion in Committee and. in the Stanford and Montreal Institutes showed
from the first a real conceln for cost, and the rules themselves now and
again departed from logic to meet what seemed a practical need' The
C"ommenlary of CCR pointed out a number of these rules'
In 196r ihe Twi.t .ume full cycle. Implementation 9"gg:d our every
thought"about the code. We invited other divisions of ALA and other
interistecl library associationsto appoint liaison representativesto attend
Committee meetings and keep the eommittee informed about what their
groups thought prlctical (or the reverse!) in CCR' ARL set up a special
tJ stuiy the mitter of cost. The Code Revision Committee, the
io--i,r".
Cataloging Policy and Research Committee and many-oth-er librarians
talked"enilessly of it. The words even boiled over into the Library.Journal. LRTS prr6tirh"d several thoughtful articles by librarians telling of
the problems they would face if their libraries were to adopt CCR now'
We have not yet seenthe end.
The Twist raisesseveral questions. why have a new code at all if it is
not to change our Practice? Cutt we change anything-even .a suit of
clothes-witfiont puyittg for it? Can we expect to get a-better suit without
paying somewhat'more"than bargain ba-sementprices for it? Do we buy a
,r"* ."u. or a new library building or a library administ-ration reorganization only when we can Prove beyond the tiniest quibble that we cannot
make do with what we have? or do we buy the new suit, the new caf, the
new building at some point this side of shabby collapse?Finally, can we
"anything
done (good or bad) if we must always debate and
hope ro get
what we have done. Will the Twist make
re-defend,
and
..-hebute] defend
Hamlets of us all?
David weber's Book catalogs committee took a look at the future in
a stimulating program at Cleveland. Then they turned lo-.fut: the present
in a draft stuiemEttt of "Preferred Practices in the Publication of Book
Catalogs" now being circulated for comments and suggestions'
Duiing rhe yeai John Cronin's Cards-With-Books (shall we call it
CWB?) eiperimental program moved rapidly ahead. Ten distributors
and publisirers now .oope.ite with LC to make sets of LC cards available
with the books they sell. Some 375,ooosets have been supplied to them.
Operational procedures are being worked out to give _speedyservice, and
tuik, ur" going ahead with other companies. In CWB we may have a
revolution in the making.
In the cataloging Policy and Research committee and elsewhere we
continued to talk of the need for a subject heading code. Actually, per.
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haps we need two codes.One would be a general code based on principles
and applicable to all-or at least to most-subject heading work; ihis
might take a long time-and a lot of cash. The other would be a manual
of LC subject heading practices; this would be a shorrer job and it would
be helpful primarily to all who use LC headings. Also we talked of reconciling LC and Sears.Perhaps action will come in r96:.

award if it feels that in irs year there is no fully qualified candidate. But,
most important of all, we shall make the award. without regard to organization membership or narionality.

flourisht
The Melvil Dewey Medal came as a fitting climax to Julia pressey's
years of service to DC in LC, assigning DC numbers on LC cards and
editing "Notes and Decisions on the Application of the Decimal classification."
Cleveland marked the end of the first year of our liaison with the
Canadian Library Association's Cataloguing Section. Richard Angell
(CCS) and Lorna Fraser (CLA) made it a pleasant and useful exchange of
ideas.

In the fall of the year Marie Louise Prevost d,ied. ICC-LRTS are her
monument. But there is more. Energetic and eager, warm and generous;
always impatient with things as rhey are, always sure that the new will
win-the world of the cataloger was never dull when MLP was in it.
And that, dear reader, wa$ 196r: ayear largely given to the code. An
ironic year: abroad a yeat of achievement, at home a year of soul searching about that very achievement.
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TheYear'sWork in CopyingMethods'196l
RoneNo E. Srrvtxs, AssociateDirector
The Ohio State Uniaersitv Libraries
Columbus. Ohio

times meaningless portion of these developments may be observed. Ffence
it is not to our interest to be overly scrupulous in limiting our survey to

market. Since this article is written for librarians, only those developments of possible significance to libraries are included. As a further limitation, following a distinction wisely made by the first writer on the year's
work in copying methods, most referencesto duplicating methods as distinguished from copying methods, are also omitted.
Direct Paper Copies
The easy and fast production of full-size copies of printed or written
matter is probably of concern to more libraries than are other methods of
copying. Not only the library's users, but its staff as well, frequently need
inexpensive and expendable copy of a letter or document, an article, or a
whole book, that is quickly and easily produced and can be read without
enlarging.
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lopie.s suitable for most libraries (only the larger libraries wilI need
an electro_staticcopier, described below) fall into "three types: diffusion
transfer, dye transier, and. thermographic. Most offi.e .opie., are of the
difiusion transfer process, sometiires called thq "peel process." prices
rang^efrom just under $roo to about $6oo, with models p^ermitting copying-from bound volumes ranging upward from about
$zoo. Negative ana
positive qapers are inserted face to face in the developing sohition after
the negative has been briefly exposed in contacr with^the" original page.
When.the negative and posiiive papers emerge from the devel6pingioiution, they are peeled apirt, and ihe negativJis discarded
Dye transfer, of which the Verifax is a well known example, is similar
to diffusion transfer except that only the negative paper is coated; positive
copies are made on untreated paper squeeredagainsi the negative matrix,
after the latter has been immersed in a devetop'ing solutionf Dye transfer
coprerscost from about $roo to $425. The cost'of ihe negative matrix is a
little higher than the_cosr of both negative and. positive" paper for diffusion transfer copiers, but this cost is reduced. if murtiple iopi.r are made
oJ the same p_age,since one to five copies may be made from a single negative matrix. rf the cost of labor andiheets wasred in the efiort tdmakJ a
good copy are included, rhe over-all cost of making copies by either of
thesemethods will average-atleast ?o to ?b cents for"each initiai copy.
rmproved models of office copiers are introduced almost each month.
Many now have pre-mixed developer fluid in a disposable plastic bottle
which attaches to the copier and diains or fills with^a minimum of handling bj' the operaror.l In order to facilitate handling of positive paper and
to reduce paper_wasre cgryinS originals of variois lengths, the Copease
in
corp- has brought out its crusader model which feeds poiitive puper^from
a roll in the machine and curs it to the desired length.z rhe ultlmate in
ease of difiusion transfer copying has possibly bee"n reached in a
$6oo
model offered under various trade namis by Anken chemical and Film
9"tp., Ozalid Div. of General Aniline and Film Corp., photek, Inc.,
Photocopy C9tp., and TranscopL
!nc.B This copier, wtrictr handles only
sheet originals up to r r inches wide by any length up to r5o ft., turns itseli
on when original-copy
]s inserted, exposesitre originil with negative
p"p."l, feeds negative and p-ositive paper through thJdeveloper cuis the
positive paper ro the desired l5n_gth,separates tie positive from the nega,1".. p_lp." and turns itself ofi. (But who will preis the button?) A poltable diffusion transfer copier was ofiered this year by Fotochrome, lnc.:
its copy Traveler fills
_with developer when ihe caie is opened; when
closed, the developer drains into leak-proof containers.a lA,mpto, Inc.,
brought out irs Anken Attach6 contourl for $rgg.5o. The atti.chd case
will copy flat documents and contains also a removible book copier.b A
newmodel of verifax acc€ptssheet originals up to rr by r7 inchei; it can
thus copy two letrer-sizeforms simultaneously. Matrix ihsertion and copy
paper feeding and positioning are semi-auromatic.' For lib,rarier una
offices having diffusion transfer equipment, but frequently needing to
make multiple copies of the same page, F. G. Ludwig rnc., his introdrlced
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a Multi-Copy negative and positive paper and transfer solution with
which up to iour iopies -"y be made from a single negative-.The cost of
these papers is claimed to be no more than the cost of single copy difiusion transfer papers.T
The third type of copying which is widespread because of low equipmenr cosr ($zooio g5oolis t[ermographic copying. This method has the
advantages over difiusion transfer and dye trans'fer copying of low paper
cost (ab;t b cents as compared withBt/2 to ro cents per sheet),speed, and
simpiicity of operation. No fluid developer is required in this method. Its
two'disadvantiges are that it will not successfully copy mlny b-1l]pqint
and colored inls, and its copy is poorer in appearance than difiusion
transfer or dye transfer copy,6othln quality of paper.and in clarityof
image. Because the processinvolves heit, thermographic-copiers-may be
.rr.d- to laminate doiuments with plastic, as well as to make regular copy,
transparencies, spirit masters, offs-etmasters, and even gummed mailing
labels.8
In 196r the Labelon Tape Co., Canandaigua, New York, and the
Perry-sherwood Corp., New York, brought out thermogtaphic paperc that
do not have the familiar wax coating; these Papers ale stationery-weight,
do not require a screen filter, and do not turn dark or brittle with age.e
During the year an accessory,the Dri-Mate, was marketed for making
thermogtaphic copies from colored originals.lo Minnesota Mining and
Manufa=cturing Co. introduced a set of systems papers for inexpensive
production of multiple copies with thermographic copiers..The set inil.rder Type A pink paper, which servesas a master fol making up to.25
copies on Type-B pupei a high quality stationery weight_paper.The pink
.nirt.t -uy'6e prCprlnted as letterhead or form. It may be typed or writren, and it'erases eisily for corrections.ll The cost of this paper is a little
under B cents a sheet for Type A, and 2.3 cents a sheet for Type B paper'
Thus paper cost for ten copies is about z6 cents.
Wheie a library has a fairly large amount of copying, in excessof rooo
copies per month, the electrostatic method probably offers best results at
leist coit. Few libraries will have a sufficient volume of copying to justify
the expense of renting or purchasing a Xerox Copyflo. But the Xerox 9r4
office iopier, renting ior $bf per month for the first zooo copies,-is within
the reach of many university and large public libraries. Operation of the
Xerox gr4 is simple and fast, producing about six copies per minute on
good. bond papei or offset masters. If zooo copies per mo_nth are made,
Ih. .ort pef.opy should be slightly less than 6 cents, exclusive of labor
and overhead. Labor cost could be about two cents per copy, if copying
can be continuously done, and if the operator's time is used efficiently
when he is not making copies.
Electrostatic office copiers have been announced by Apeco, Savin
Business Corp., and Smith-Corona Marchant Inc., but to my knowledge
these copiers are not yet available for the general market. They are expected.to sell or rent for less than the Xerox 9r4, but will use more
expensive copy paper, Where the Xerox gr4 forms an image on a drum
.
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compares with about r.65 cents p€r copy for paper, toner, and other
supplies required on the Xerox 9r4. The Smith-Corona Marchant copier
is.announced for rq6z at $895 with leasing terms also available.
For its flatbed equipment the Xerox Corp. has developed a fast xerographic plate permitting shorter exposure time and allowing quality reproduction of halftones and large solid areas. Continuous tone originals
require flashing the plate to an opaque positive or negarive paper screen
to create a halftone pattern before final exposure. Image development and
fusing are as usual.13

soon.14

Microf orms

more, rare and out-of-print books, newspapers and journals, which are
unobtainable in original format, can be reproduced at much less cost on
microfilm or micro-opaque rhan in full size.
The needs of businessand industry seem to take precedenceover those
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of libraries in the design and manufacture of microfilm cameras, as in the
production of copiers and other reproduction equipment. Several planetary cameraswere introduced during the year adapted especially to handling large engineering drawings and maps. Such cameras accept 7omm. or
3bmm. film and have a suction copyboard to hold the map or drawing
flat. Newspapers and bound volumes may also be microfilmed with these
cameras.loThe Corvette br, a very compact camera using r6mm. film, is
distributed by Microdealers, Inc., of Waltham, Mass. It can be used either
as a motor driven desk unit or as a portable scanning camera for maps,
drawings, bound books, and outsized material. Only 4 X I X rgr/2 inches,
it weighs 7 pounds with motor attached, or only 3 pounds when used for
scanning with the motor drive removed.lz I have not yet heard a rePort on
the suitability of this camera to the traveling scholar for extensive copying
in the field. If it performs adequately, its operation will be more economical (this feature should attraci most scholars) than the portable diffusion
transfer copiers described above.
A companion portable microfilm reader sold by Microdealers, Inc., is
the Corvette model P-r6, which shows roll r6mm. film on a 9 X ro inch
screen.An improved Dagmar Super reader sells for $tgg.gf . This portable
reader will project r6mm. and 35mm. roll film, g X 5 inch microfiches,
aperture cards, and jackets on the wall or table top. Its mirror on telescoping arms will allow various magnification ratios. In the United States it is
distributed by Audio-Visual Research of b23 S. Plyrnouth Court, Chicago.1sFor fast scanning of r6mm. or g5mm. roll film, the Recordak Corp.
has announced the Starlet, a motorized microfilm reader. It is designed to
be used with Recordak film magazine and Kodomatic indexing.le With
increased use of microfilm cards of various types, a r4-power, hooded,
table reader, introduced by the Eugene Dietzgen Co., is of interest. A
single control permits movement of the image in all directions, while the
film is protected by a glass film gate carrier.2oMicro Methods, Ltd., London, ofiers two low-cost, portable readers for microopaques or microfiches: the Monocular V. C. Personal Reader at fr9, the Binocular model
at fgo. Each has a magnification ratio of zo, measures ro X 5V2 X rg
inches, and can be stripped down and packed for traveling.2l
Librarians and scholars have appreciated the convenience and flexibility of the microfilm reader-printer. Several manufacturers have brought
out new or improved models during the year. The Photostat Documat
Reader-Printer was introduced by the Photostat Corp. of Rochester, New
York. Although it is designed for r6mm. aperture or jacket film, it can be
adapted for using A5rnm. film. However, a 35mm. frame must usually be
scanned horizontally and veftically, since the full frame can seldom be
viewed or printed at a single position. This is true of the other readerprinters as well. It has interchangeable lenses for different magnification,
and the projection head can be rotated through 36o degtees.A unitized
film adapter aids in positioning the image. The screen measures r r X r r
inches. Prints ot Br/2 \ r r inches may be made on silver sensitized paper-22
The Recordak Reader-Printer, selling at $895 or renting for $35 a month,
.
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with a minimum rental of $zro, produces9Vz X rr inch prints for about
g cents each. It can handle r6mm. or gbmm. roll film (with the limitation
noted above), aperture cards, or jackets.2sDocumat, Inc., introduced its
Mark II Reader-Printer, for making prints on 8V, X r r inch dull or semigloss sheetsby the stabilization process.Available is a choice of five interchangeable lenses,from ro.5\ to 3g.8y. This reader-printer will accept
r6mm. or g5mm. roll film, jackets, or aperture cards.2aA new model
marketed by Microfilm Products, Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Co., is the Filmac aoo. This reader will accept r6mm. or B5mm. roll film,
aperture card, jacket, or microfiche. Two lenses provide magnification of
8 to go diameters on a screen of r r \ r4 inches. The reader-printer will

The Microcard Reader Corp., West Salem, Wisc., has brought our irs
Microcard Copier Type I. Many librarians saw this Microcaid Copier
demonstrated at the ALA conference in Cleveland. It is not a readerprinter, although there is an enlarging viewer to assist the operator in
positioning the desired page for printing. When the Microcard has been

Microcards, which not only hold up to 160 pagesof text but also resist the
tendency of one-sidedMicrocards to curl.
Severalresearchgrants were made by the Council of Library Resources
during r96r, and several ClR-supported projects were continued, having
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subjectsrelated to the improvement of microfilm and its use.The Council
made a grant of $gr,ZSSto Intectron, Inc., Newton Lower Falls, Mass., to
investigate the factors afiecting high-reduction microphotography. "The
performance of optics, film base, emulsion, photosensitive materials, and
developer will be recorded. Experiments will be conducted on scattering
of light by photographic materials, aperture response of optical systems
. . . , measurement of limiting factors on reduction and enlargement,
measurement of lossesin successivegenerations of photoreproduction, and
identification of factors affecting acceptability of enlargements."2e llhe
development of a step-and-repeatcamera for producing micro-images by
a dry reproductive processis the purpose of a grant for 196o-1962to the
Belt and Howell Co., Chicago, of $r77,ooo.30Foster D. Snell, Inc., New
York, is testing and evaluating protective film coatings, under a grant of
$t4,5t5.tt William J. Barrow, Documents Restorer, Virginia State Lib,rary, is the recipient of a $rz5,ooo grant to "establish and maintain a

to identify and evaluate the factors affecting reader reaction to microimage viewing is now nearing completion with construction of a demonstration model viewer to improve viewing conditions.s3 Construction of
"a relatively inexpensive microfilm finder-reader system for library use"
is the goal of a grint of $z7,o7o to be supervised by Peter Scott, Head of
the Microreproduction Laboratory of the Libraries, MassachusettsInstitute of Technology, and administered by the Library Technology Project.sa
Publications

businessfirms and several excellent explanations of the technical aspects
of diazo, electrostatogtaphy, office copiers, offset, and other forms of reproduction. These are well written and give valuable comparative information about the products of difierent manufacturers' From Germany comes
a new bimonthly journal for copying and reproduction technique, entitled Reprographie.It is edited by Dr.-Ing. Otto Frank, of Frankfurt am
Main, and published for r8 DM per year by Verlag Internationale PublicRelations und Schriftleitung, Hessenring 97, Bad Hamburg v.d.H., Germany. Another publication deserving of careful reading is William R.
Hawken's FuII Size Photocopyins. "State of the Library Art," v. 5,pt. 3,
(Graduate School of Library Service,Rutgers, The State University, 196o).
This encyclopedic work not only gives a full technical explanation and
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contain thirty-one papers given at the annual meeting in Chicago on
April 4-6, 196r. Papers on the use of microfilm in several particular systems applications, projects and plans for improved library and scholarly
microfilming, and technical aspectsof microfilming are included. Frederic
Luther published in Library lournal his "The Language of Lilliput: a
Thesaurus for Users of Microfilm." This series,to be in seven parts, has
appeared in the March r, July, October r, and November r issues.It describesfor the layman many useful facts concerning the production, handling, and use of microfilm.
Microcard Editions, Inc., the publication division of The Microcard
Foundation, brought out A Guide to Microforms in Print, a list of all
titles known to be available from commercial publishers of microforms
in the United States.Works are listed in alphabitical order, giving price,
publisher, and type of microform. More than ro,ooo titles arelisted.-This
guide should be invaluable to order librarians and interlibrary loan librarians. George H. Davison, of The United Steel Companies, Ltd.,
Swinden Laboratories, Moorgate, Rotherham England, pultished tris
review of progressfor 196o, entitled Microtext in the Form of Microcards
and Other Micro-ol1aques, Transparent Microfiches and Unitized Microfilm or Aperture Cards as uell as Reading and Enlarging Apparatus.
Wesley Simonton's reporr, "The Bibliographical Conrrol of Microforms," based on a study made for the Association of Research Libraries
under a grant from the Council on Library Resources,was approved by
the ARL at its meeting of June r, 196r. Among his recommenditions Mi.
Simonton urged that publications in microform be cataloged and listed
in national bibliographies in the same way as the publications of which
they are copies, carrying the format of reproduction as a subsidiary note.
UNESCO sent out a call for information from and about micro-publishers
to be published in a world wide directory.s6

r. "Another Photilcopy EnrrT," Reproduction Engineer, 5:r5,
January, rgdr; "New
Products," PMI-Pho;to
Methoils for Industry, 4:7g, June, 196r; numerous refer-
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ences in the feature "New Products" published in each issue of The Office: e'g'' 53i
zzr,May, r96r; 54:r68, August, rgGr; 54:zoo,September, r961; etc.
s . " N e w P r o d u c t s , " T h e O f f i c e , 5 4 : r 2 8 ,A u g u s t , 1 9 6 r .
july, rg'r
5 4 ; 1 3 4 ,A u g u s t , 1 9 6 r ; 5 4 : r 9 6 - t 9 7 '
3. "New Products," The Office,54:r3o,
z14, September, 19'6r.
4. "New Products," The Office,54:r98, September, rgdt.
r5, r916r.
t. "Products and Equipment," Library iournal,86:zgr6, September
6. "VCC on Display," Reprod'uction Engineer,5:432, November, 196r.
7. "New Products," The Office, i4trg4-r11,Jtuly, 1961.
b. "VCC on Display," Reproiluction Engineer,5:432, November, 196r: The Office,5g:
adv. following p. 2o8, May, 196r.
g. "NewProducts," The Office,54:zg8-z4r, Octotrer, 196r .
ro. "New Products," The Office, b3: 176,June, 196r.
rr. "Copy Paper Team for Thermo-Fax," Reprod'uction Engineer; 5:zg8-259, July' t96t.
12. "New Products," The Office,59:176, March, 1964 The Office, 54:r3o-r3r, August,
r96r.
r3. "New Products," The Office,54:r82, October, 196r.
r4. U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Library Research in Progress,
no.5:r2, March, 196r.
r 5 . "Memo to Mernbers," ALA Bulletin,55:68o-68r, September, r96t.
r 6 . "New Products," The Office, gg:rgo-tgz, Ap,ril, r96r; 54:r49-r53, JuIy, t96t.
r 7 . "Microfi lm Camera," Re pro duc tion En gi,neer, 5: r 83, May, t 96 r.
r 8 . "Goods and Gadgets," AtA BuUetin, Sb:74b, September, 196r; CoIIege and ResenrtLt
Libraries, 22:adv. following p. 488, November, r 96r.
r g. "New Equipment," Reprod,uction Engine er, 5: 334, September, r gGr.
zo. "New Products," The Office, bgi22g-29o, May, 196r.
zr. Kiersky, Loretta J., "Developments in Photoreproduction," Special Libraries, 53:t89,
April, 19'6r.
22. "New Products," The Offi.ce,53:r32-135,February, rq6r.
29. "New Equipment," Reproduction Engineer,5:382, October, 196r.
24. "New Products," The Offi,ce,54:rer, December, 196r.
25. "Goods and Gadgets," ALA Bulletin,55:745, September, 196r.
26. "New Products," The Office,53:r3o, February, 196r.
27. "Combination Copier," Reprod,uction Engi'neer,5:3oe, August, 196r; "Federal MicroMate," Data Processi,ng,3:5r, August, r96r.
e8. Kiersky, op. cit., p. r88; news release from the Microcard Reader Corp', AugustSeptember, 196r.
zg. U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Library Research i'n Progress,
no. 5:8, March, rgdr.
go.Ibid'.,P.8.
3r. "Library Technology," ALA Bulletin, b5:747-748,September, r96t.
r r, r96r.
A?. U. S. Library of Congress, Information Bulletin, zo:537-598, September
g3. U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Library Research i'n Progress,
no. b:14,March, 196r.
34. U. S. Library of Congress, Inlormation Bulletin, zo:6rr-6r2, October r6, t96t.
U N ES C O B ulletin f or Librarie s, r ri : r 8-2o, 24, Jantuaryf F ebruary, r 96 r.
JJ.
36. UNESCO Bulletin lor Libraries, 15:ro3-ro4, March/April, 196r.
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SerialActivitiesin 196l
Devro Kasnn. Director
Joint Uniuersity Libraries
Nashaille, Tennessee

QOME LARGE LIBRARIES NOW ESTIMATE that fully two-thirds
l) of their current receipts are serial in nature. This has not been true
historically, however. The serial, as the dominant format for printed
material, is a modern phenomenon, derived to meet society's increased
need for the rapid dissemination of information. Serials can, for the most
part, be produced faster than books.

more inclined to render them departmental status in their libraries, and
of necessitythey give them more processing and servicing time than they
did before there were so many of them. But this increase in attention falls
far short of what one would expect to see devoted to a kind of material
that constitutes two-thirds of libraries' receipts.
Nonetheless, when a year's serial activities, disproportionate though
they may be, are arrayed in summary for such an article as the present
one, they make an impressive appearance. In the following paragraphs
these activities for 196r will be outlined and discussedunder the following headings: union lists, orher serial lists, indexes, other publicarions,
activities, and documents and binding.
Union Lists
Dominating serial activities again in 196r was rhe work, under the
direction of Edna M. Brown, surrounding the preparation of the big,
third, and terminal edition of the Union List of Seriats.The last two sections of the checking edition, which had comprised a rotal of rr,89z new
titles and 8,4oo cross references,were distributed to and checked by participating libraries. Eight rhousand and eighty-one bibliographical
changes were identified, and ryg27 locations and holdings were deleted.
By year's end most of the technical problems concerning the production
of the new ULS had been solved, and despite many frusrrating delays,
the project was obviously moving well toward successful completion.
Without question, this monumental work will be the most important
Volume 6, Number z, Spring, tg6z
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single contributron to serial librarianship since the beginning of publica-

manager of the project.
W"ork was U"g"" in September on a union catalog of periodicals in
the field of mediC=ineand ailied sciencesheld by libraries in metropolitan

libraries.

land chinese periodical titles held in twenty-three American, Japanese,
r36
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In 196r the Catholic University Press issued the third part of the
second series of Eugene willging's and Herta Hatzfield's union list en-

Other Serial Lists
several new, useful lists of the serial holdings of single libraries were
published during 196r. Some of them itemized-titles being received currently, and others recorded all retrospective holdings as well as current
receipts.
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Four additional lists are also available of Far Eastern serials in Ameri-

French, German, and Russian.
Indexes
Without doubt one of the most useful kinds of contribution that can
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Niles Weehly Register, dated r8rr, and the latest is to a rg57 imprinr.
The referencesare arranged by subject.
One of the neatest indices to appear in 196r was a slender volume of
89 pages entitled Indehs Madjalah ltmiah r96o-or Indonesian Scientific

An expensive, but useful, current periodical index in a special field is
now available from the Bureau of rndustrial Relations at the school of

A new current index has begun publication in Tokyo and costs $3o
per year. It is the Japanese Periodical Index. Natural Sci.encesSection.
Appearing monthly, this work is divided into two parts, one of which
indexes scienceand technology materials, with the other concerning itself
with publications in the medical sciences.An extensive work, this title
indexes some eight hundred journals.
Available on exchange from the National Taiwan University Library
in Taipei to libraries interested in the Far East is a new CtassifiedInd,ex
to Chinese Periodicals. Part I, indexing thirty periodicals published in
Hong,Kong and Taiwan between the War aid ,gg7, hal aheady appeared, and Part II, which will bring coverage through 196o, is announced to appear soon. In Chinese, the volume includes a list in English
of the periodicals included.
several other current periodical indices have been announced and
appear destined for early publication. one of the more ambitious is an
index to current Latin-American periodicals in the humanities and social
sciences.This important work will be issued quarterly by G. K. Hall and
Company, 97 Oliver Streer in Boston, and will be compiled by the New
York Public Library and the Pan American union. To cover some three
hundred periodicals the index will include approximately 45,oooenrries

now displace, appears competently put together and bodes well for coverage of periodical Methodistica.
Scheduled to appear at year's end was an important twelve-year cumuVolume 6, Number z, Spring, t96z
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lation to the Canadian Index to Periodicals and Documentary Films,
t948-t95g. Expected to run to some r,2oo pages,this work will cover over
one hundred periodicals and r,gz6 films. Copies may be ordered from the
Canadian Library Association, 6z Sparks Street, Ottawa 4.
During the year the Library Association sounded out the bibliothecal
world on ihe need for a British Technology Index-a proposed monthly
index to some four hundred British technical periodicals which would
then cumulate annually. Recalling several abortive attempts by commercial publishers to provide such an index in years past, the LA probed the
notion cautiously. Cost of the work was estimated at $5o the year.
Meanwhile Caribbean Books, of 6o5 Maxine Drive, Baton Rouge 8,
distributed in this country an extensive compilation by Sturgis Leavitt
entitled. Reaistas hispanoamericanas; indice bibliografico' t84 j-t9 j5. The
price of the 58g-pagebook, which was published by Medina in Santiago
in r96o, is set at $rg.?S.
Other Publications
Grafton and Company of London have published for $4.5o a very
good basic r65-page handbook by D. E. Davinson entitled Periodicals, A
Manual of Practice for Librarians. This manual, although not Profound,
is quite comprehensive and discussessuch subjects as periodical acquisitions policy, practices, record-keeping, servicing, cooPerative ventures,
binding and storage, microtechniques, and the disposal of duplicates.
Although directed essentially to English practice, this manual can be read
with profit by the American periodicals librarian as well.
An unusual kind of contribution to the literature on serials was made
in 196r by Lee Ash when the Antiquarium, gr Alden Road, New Haven
r5, for $6.75, issued tris Serial Publications Containing Medical Classics.
Based upon the well-known Garrison-Morton checklist of noted medical
literature, the present volume indexes some 5,ooo items from over nine
hundred serial publications issued from the sixteenth to the twentieth
centuries.
Periodical librarians welcomed in 196r a revised and enlarged edition
of Stechert-Hafner's T. P. I. Zist. This handy, 76-page work provides information on title pages and indices to over r,4oo British, 4oo French and
Belgian, r5o Italian,65 Spanish, and 275 Dutch and Scandinavian periodicals. Available from the publisher at $6.5o, the T. P. I. List enumerates
titles alphabetically under country and contains concise, tabular annotations.
The full literature concerning serials and their handling need not be
discussedhere for it is well documented in Library Literature. There was
a faifly sizable body of it. Fully seven articles concerning serials in the
broad definition were published in this journal, and the number of publi
cations on serials that appeared in regional, state, or local journals manifest in part the amount of thought, concern, experimentation, and rePorting that is going on at the grassroots of library practice.
.
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Actiaities
Not all serial activities of the year resulted in published reports, of
course. It would perhaps be well to summarize here some of the more
outstanding and less publicized efiorts of the profession to find solutions
to some of its more knotty serial problems. There were several highly
laudable ones.
A joint committee of the RTSD's Acquisitions and Serials Sectionshas
been addressing itself to the compilation of a list of international subscription agents. Under the able chairmanship of Betty Norron (UCLA),
this hard-working group has now brought together an extensive rist of
subscription dealers, giving addresses,specialties, description of services
available, historical annotations, and indications from subscribersof satis-

Helsinki university Library. All of these titles were scarcein the western
world-; fully twenty-six had not formerly been represented in any American library.

was resolved during the year. rt had been argued that serials interests
could best be represented by a committee of RTSD, but the Executive
Committee of the Serials Section, noting that the Section membership
stood at approximately eight hundred, resolved that the group should
retain its status as a section of RTSD, rather than become a committee.
At the Cleveland Conference the old Duplicate Exchange Union,
which had long been part of the ACRL, was formally transferied ro the
Serial Section of RTSD, pending Committee on Organization action at
Midwinter. Each member of this group of r8o libraries agrees to issue
annually at least two lists of duplicates for exchange as well as ro pay
transportation on all items requested. Frenceforth this Union will operate
as a committee of the SerialsSection.
196r was probably the outstanding year of all times for bilateral disVolume 6, Number z, Spring, t96z
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cussion of serial matters, due mostly to the kind of program sponsored by
the Section at the Cleveland Conference. The Serials and Acquisitions
Sectionsjoined forces in holding a "circles of information" type of agenda
which proved to be highly stimulating and provocative to the members of
both groups. In addition, the Arkansas RTSD Group built its annual
program around periodicals, their selection, processing,binding, housing,
and servicing. Discussionwas lively.
Documents and Binding
Again in rg6r-for
the third consecutive year-the most important
event concerning documents has been the stalling in the Congress of the
bills revising the depository law. For the third time Rep. Wayne Hays
introduced the bill in the Flouse and escorted it to successfulpassageon
August ss. But, as in the past, Sen. Frank J. Lausche's companion bill,
S. zoz9, was still hung up at year's end in the Senate Rules Committee. It
seems that certain portions of the bill are being opposed by a few librarians. After so many years of disappointment in this matter, it would
seem that perhaps the time is here for the library profession to get solidly
behind this bill-notwithstanding
see
its few alleged imperfections-and
that it becomeslaw. The old law becomesmore antiquated and less tolerable each year; the proposed new one would be many times more desirable. Efiorts will be redoubled to encourage hearings early in the second
session of the Congress, and hopes are high for its successful passage.
The year was as good for binding as it was bad for documents. Once
again Arnold Trotier, chairman of RTSD's Bookbinding Committee, was
able to report important accomplishments by his group. Phase I was completed of the project begun last year to develop standards for library binding which are based upon performance rather than upon materials and
methods. This wor\ carried out through a grant from the Council on
Library Resources and under the aegis of the Library Technology Project,
resulted in publication by the Project of Deaelopment of Performance
Standards for Library Binding, Phase I; Report of the Suraey Team, a
6e-page booklet which sells for $r.oo. Immediately upon completion of
Phase I, the LPT began drafting a proposal for foundation funding of
PhaseII, which, it is planned, will establish a continuing testing program,
develop testing equipment, performance standards, specifications, and
acceptauce tests for the several categories of binding. At year's end, financial support of the project was being sought. Its successfulcompletion,
Trotier pointed out, promises to contribute in an important way to the
practical solution of library binding problems.
There were no doubt other serial activities during rgOr-activities
that did not come into this reporter's ken. Probably the largest bloc,
which will always remain unrecorded, was comprised of the pondering
and contemplating, within the nation's libraries, that preceded the placing of each new serial order, the cataloging of each new serial receipt, and
the rendering of each bit of reference service from serial material. Flere,
after all, is where all other serial activity is put to the test.
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I
AdhesiveBookbinding;
A PracticeReviewed
LBn E. Gnove
D ir ect or of Pub licati ons
Council on Librar^t
' Resources,Inc.
Washington

A FTER CENTURIES OF BINDING BOOKS by sewing signaturesor
leaves together by one method or another, the growing practice of
ff
binding the intentionally-separated leaves of a publication together with
adhesive represents a true innovation. The relatively new practice afiects
the librarian not only becausemany incoming books, hard bound as well
as paperback, are bound by this method, but becauseof the possibility of
utilizing it for library binding. Despite its interest and potentialities for
the librarian, almost as little is known about the economic practicality,
durability, and longevity of adhesive binding as is known about its historical background.l
Origins of Adhesiue Binding
Adhesive binding is perhaps most often known in the United Statesas
"perfect binding." It is also sometimes termed "unsewn" or "threadless."
The practice may have begun with the manufacture of blank pads or
tablets in the printing shops with the sheets of paper being fastened together with glue. This practice is known as "padding" or "tableting," and
its origin is also obscure.2But whatever the beginning of adhesive bookbinding, it dates to at least r8g7, tor on October z8 that year a patenr was
granted by the United StatesPatent Office for a precursor of today's techniques. The word "perfect" appears in the specifications,it is interesting
to note, though not in significant fashion.
The patent, given to William Hancock, of King's Square, Goswell
Road, Middlesex County, England, reads in part: ". . . my improvements
in book-binding consists in attaching or binding the leaves of books together by applying caoutchouc, solutions of caoutchouc, or caoutchouc
partly in the sheet state and partly in a state of solution in such manner
to the backs of said leaves that sawing and sewing rhe same is rendered
unnecessary, and books so bound are made to open perfectly flat, or more
nearly so than books bound by any other method heretofore in use."3
If variations of llancock's caoutchouc binding method were not already being practiced, the idea must have spread; for a few years later
rubber-back binding was described in an American manual.a Since it was
still in the pioneer days of adhesive binding, the description may be of
interest:
Volume 6, Number z, Spring, t96z
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In thoseinstanceswhere the leavesof a book are held together by caoutchouc
cementinstead of by sewing,the sheetsare cut up into separateleaves,and every
leaf made true and square at the edges.The back edge is then brought to a
rounded form, by allowing the sheetsto arrange themselvesin a grooved recess
or mould; and in that $tate the leavesare all moistened at the back edgeswith
a cement o{ liquid caoutchoucor India-rubber. The quantity so applied is very
small. In a few hours, it is sufficiently dry to take another coat of a somewhat
stronger caoutchouc solution. In forty-eight hours, four applications of the
caoutchoucmay be made and dried. The back and the adjoining part of the
sides are next covered with the usual band or fillet of cloth glued on with
caoutchouc;after which the book is ready to have the boards attached,and to be
coveredwith leather or parchment,asmay be desired.
In 1865 a patent was granted to George R. Burdon, of Waltham,
Massachusetts,for a method of binding which not only involved the use
of adhesivesbut foreshadowed the use of staples and crash.sAs described,
either signatures or single sheetscould be bound together by a method of
locking slips or pieces of leather or cloth together with a pin, or one slip
in another, applying them to the back edge or fold, and gluing the whole.
Fifteen years later the famous binder Zaehnsdorf described a method
of binding to be used when the whole of a book is composed of single
leaves.6According to his method, the back of the book is roughed up with
a saw, and then the back is glued. When dry the book is separated into
divisions, or sections,of four, six, or eight leaves, according to the thickness of the paper. Each section is then overcast or oversewn along its
whole length, the thread being fastened at the head and tail (top and
bottom), making it independent of its neighbor.T
John J. Sullivan, of Cincinnati, that once important book publishing
center, was granted a patent in r88g for his adhesive binding process.sAs
described, the process involved "cutting in the back edges of the leaves
or signatures, at the point where they are to be attached to one another,
grooves extending across them all and filling these grooves with glue or
some adhesive substance,which attaches them all together and servesas a
substitute for stitching. I prefer to cut these grooves with saws as Producing grooves better adapted to catch the glue and ofiering better surface
for attachment. The glue inserted in the grooves also servesto fasten the
back of the book to the leaves, although when a large, heavy book is thus
bound some additional glue or fastening rhay be required which may be
applied to the entire back of the book."e This same year Elbridge Harris,
of Boston, patented a method for binding sheet music together which
involved reinforcing and gluing the backs to cloth hinges.1o
"Perfect Library Binding" was the title of a report appearing in
rSgg.tt The account, interesting not only for the appearance of the word
"perfect" but because the method involved detached leaves, said:
William R. Crawford, a Newark, N. J., bookbinder, whoseestablishmentis at
r8o Mulberry street, sent an exhibit to the World's Fair recently that will not
take up much space,but will mean a great deal to all people who have much to
do with books,library books especially.Mr. Crawford is the inventor of what is
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known as the 'perfect library binding.' He secured d patent for it two years ago
and now does work for the Newark Library, New llaven Library, Cooper Union,
New York; the Orange, Paterson, Elizabeth, New Brunswick, Rahway and Long
Branch libraries, and several others.
Mr. Crawford's method of binding books attracts the novice at once for its
thoroughness. An expert seesmuch more in it and the practical application of
the method is really its best recommendation. If a library book stands being
loaned twenty-five times without having to go to the repair shop it is doing well.
Mr. Crawford's books have been known to stand a hundred circulations without.12 Mr. Crawford's method of binding books differs from that generally in
vogue, in the stitching principally. Most books are whip-stitched, that is, over
and over. Often cuts are made along the book with a saw and the cord or wire
is passed through the hole made in each section to the next hole in the same
section, and so on. By the Crawford method the backs of a book to be repaired
are shaved off with a cutting machine until each leaf is separate. Holes are
drilled, and the sewing begins. It is quite intricate and ingenious, but when it is
done the book possesses
remarkable firmness and flexibility at the same time. In
whip-stitched books, leaves and sections pull out and tear away. By the Crawford
system a leaf or section can hardly be detached unless the entire book is de.
stroyed. The stitches are curiously interwoven until the back of the book is a
perfect network of stitches. . . . The exhibit is to be shown in the department
allotted to the model librarv to be exhibited bv the American Librarv Association.13
Meanwhile, Alfred Bredenberg and Charles W. Lovell, of Brooklyn,
were granted a patent dated May 3r, r8gz, for an adhesive "Bookbinding
and Covering Machine."ra The specifications for the machine, a forerunner of today's, said that it
is so constructed that it is adapted to take the books in separate sheets or leaves
or separated signatures properly arranged to constitute a completed book, which
are automatically clamped by the machine, and are carried first over saws or
knives, or both, whereby the back edges of the sheets are evened, roughened, or
fibered and given a desired shape and condition for the reception of adhesive
material. Then the books are successively carried over specially-constructed and
arranged gluing devices, whereby glue or other adhesive material is properly
applied to the backs of the books, and then they are further carried through the
machine and suitable backing material of such kind as may be preferred is automatically applied to their backs. Then as the machine further operates the paper
cover is fed and attached to the book, and thereafter the covers are pressed upon,
dried, and broken around the edges of the backs of the books, which are then
carried by the machine while the adhesive material sets, and are finally delivered
in a completed condition upon a table or its equivalent, suitably arranged for
packing or further manipulation.
Our invention also relates to or comprises certain attachments to the machine, whereby we are enabled to make round-back books adapted to receive
leather or cloth casesor covers, and the machine is so constructed that a plurality
of books may be operated upon at the same time, and so that there is no back
motion or movement of the machine, it moving always forwardly and accomplishing work at each step, so that there is no loss in time.
In r8g4 Bredenberg, who had had considerable experience with the
Lovell printing company, was employed by the present T. W. and C. B.
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Ward & Co.'s Catalogues,done on this machine." 15

to a semi-stiff backing strip inside a paperbound work.
Another patent clearly establishesthat by the beginning of the r93os
the phrase "perfect binding" was in general use. Granted to Edward R.
Kast, of Pearl River, New York, for a method of fastening serrated leaves
together with glue, the patent speaksof what is "known in the art as the
'perfect binding method.' " 1e
A dh esiueB indin g Abroad
European interest in adhesive binding is also not new. As noted, the
British subject, William Hancock, worked with India rubber as a binding
adhesive nearly r25 years ago. More recently, several methods of adhesive
binding developed since the turn of the century are described by a German writer, Max Kneidel.2o Kneidel, writing in rg5o after discussing
various ways of binding newspapers and other publications in loose sheets,
bestowed his highest praise on a method dependent on hemp thread developed by the bookbinder Wilhelm Meiler. A Swedish library which
tried Meiler's method abandoned it, however, when it was found that the
cords in the inner margin prevented the book from opening suitably flat
for photographing.2l Kneidel was troubled, as have been other librarians,
by the fact that the inner margins of a book are not sufficiently wide to
permit repeated adhesivebinding.
In rg5o Knut Knutsson said in a Swedish journal that perfect binding
had been tried in the Stockholm Public Library on porous, unsized papers
and on sized and glossed papers.22lnstead of gauze, or crash, a nappy
cloth of medium thickness was used. Of five kinds of glue tried, only two
appeared satisfactory. Knutsson's results were encouraging and promised
great economic advantages, particularly in rebinding. The adhesives
found satisfactory-no aging tests wele performed-were Amco Polyvin
No. 5g4, made by the Arabol Manufacturing Company, London, and
Speciallim No. r 16o, made by Hernia, Norrkoping. Six years later Sten G.
Lindberg spoke highly of. a Lumbeck glue, invented some thirty years
'
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earlier by a German binder of that name, which had withstood heat, cold,
and moisture tests without losing flexibility or growing fragile. Lindberg
said that use of the unsewn Lumbeck binding in Sweden was increasing,
chiefly for rebinding, and in Germany, notably at the University Library
in Hamburg. As Lindberg described the method, the leaves were fanned
from side to side and the glue applied to the spine by hand or by machine. He noted the usual drawbacks. If the book had to be bound again,
more of the narrow inner margins had to be shaved away. He did not indicate whether the glue showed along the inner sides of the margins as is
usually the casewith fanning. He also described an unsewn method "developed in England and Sweden" applicable to both books and periodi
cals which avoided cutting the inner margins of signatures or the single
numbers of periodicals, whether sewn, glued or wire-stitched. "The book
or the set of numbers forming a volume of a periodical is glued directly on
the back, and strong paper or reinforcing cloth is applied, leaving iA to
s inches free on each side. To these joints are glued cut hard boards of
imitation leather in the desired colors. The back and one inch of the
boards are covered by a thin cloth." lfhe volume was then ready for lettering, either directly or by paper label. The binding was quite adequate for
little-used materials, he observed, and if the need for a sturdier binding
should arise the covers could be torn off and the contents bound in a conventional way.23
Fred W. Alpers, an East Cleveland, Ohio, library binder, in reporting
on a visit to various library binderies in England, Scotland, France, Russia, Germany and Austria, saw two that were using plastic or perfect binding methods.2aThese were Dunn & Wilson, in England, and the Einkaufhaus fiir offentliche Bibliotheken, in Germany. The English bindery used
plastic binding only when an oversewing machine, the Martini, was ruled
out and when the paper was suitably receptive to glue. Margins too narrow for oversewing were also sometimes a factor in the decision to resort
to perfect binding. The German bindery used perfect binding for most of
the books it rebound. The binding held up rather well, it was said, but
the paper used for most German fiction was of poorer quality than that
used in the United States. Being more porous it more readily absorbed
glue. In instances where a volume contained plates on clay-coated stock,
the books were taken apart and sewn on a Brehmer Sewing Machine.
According to Mr. Alpers's report, the feeling at the factory of Planatolweri-Hesselmann, in Rosenheim, was that no adhesive manufacturer
at present could guarantee that his glue would be permanently efiective
in holding a book together, due to such variables as temperature of application and the condition and quantity of adhesiveapplied.
Mr. Alpers did not visit any library binderies in Belgium, but interest
on the part of Belgian librarians is shown by a discussionof perfect binding equipment by F. Cockx. The article, published in rg57, described
"The Servant Perfect Binder," a Swissmachine capable of binding books
up to about twelve inches in thickness.25Most surprisingly, it was stated
that "Tests have proven that the books may be opened roo,ooo times
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without the adhesive breaking or crumbling." In Russia, a recent library
school textbook referred to the manufacture of unsewn books by the
larger printing plants, and to the problems of adhesives.The best way to
mend adhesive bound books, it stated, is to glue both sides of the inner
edge of the loose leaf, insert it in its proper place, and press the book
together.26
The British librarian, Eric A. Clough, Deputy City Librarian of Bristol, has on several occasionsspoken of unsewn binding, and has referred
to the work done at the Kingston-upon-Hull Public Libraries.2? According to R. F. Drewry, Chief Librarian, probably no public library system
in the United Kingdom has utilized perfect binding to the extent of the
Kingston-upon-Hull Public Libraries.28 Starting with an approximately
twelve-month period in rq4g-5o, the library bound ro,ooo books by this
method. Thereafter to ryb4 the figure approximated r5,ooo to r1,ooo
books bound annually. Since October rgsb, however, the annual number
of perfect-bound books declined, with only ?,rg7 books (6,g7g fiction, 624
non-fiction titles) so bound during the twelve-month ending March 3r,
196o. The decline is due to the purchase in 1955 of an Original Brehmer
Book Thread Sewing Nfachine for the binding department. According
to Mr. Drewry:
"This is a 'hungry' machine," and ro keep it fully working on an economical
basisit has been necessary
to sewmore books.The introduction of perfect binding was justified in every way; for example, only four girl sewersare now employed where previouslythere were twelve.
I am still completelysatisfiedwith the perfect method of binding so long as
its limitations are realized.It is most satisfactoryfor the octavo novel of about
one inch thickness.The standard and classicalauthors, for which longer life is
expected,are mostly sewn here. It is also used for the more ephemeral type of
nonfiction of larger size.It is not, in my opinion, really efiectivefor arr papers
and imitation art papers.
I have used perfect binding for both types when there has been insufficient
margin for sewing, but I have found on occasionsthat the board has been too
heavy for the adhesiveand pulled away, although the pageshave remained intact. I have tried perfect binding on medical periodicals, chiefly becausethe
separateissuesof the periodicals have been perfect-bound. The weight of the
paper, the bulkinessof the bound volumes,and the continual use when bound,
havemadeit necessary
lor me to revert to sewing.
Mr. Drewry said that he had experimented with various polyvinyl adhesives, "but I am still working with Bostik (1768) which is used with
thinners (68o7). I find this very satisfactory.The various polyvinyl acerate
emulsions take longer to dry although they are cleaner and slightly more
pleasant to work with than the Bostik," he concluded.
Despite the interest and the experience of librarians abroad with perfect binding, the emphasis there, as here, appears to be on edition binding, rather than on library binding.2e This is due partly to preoccupation
with hand methods, which still prevails in many foreign quarters. It is
due partly to the fact, noted by Mr. Alpers, that library binderies are
148
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often small and can ill afiord expensive machinery.soIt is understandable
that manufacturers of binding equipment should think first of equipment
designed for the book publisher rather than of machinery designed for
the library bindery.3l
W ar, P aperbachsStimulate Re search
The use of adhesive binding in the United States was stimulated by
two events: the impetus to research on the properties of adhesives as a
result of World War II needs, and the mushrooming of the paperbound
book industry in the mid-Forties.
Fundamental to successfulpaperback publishing is the lowest possible
manufacturing costs.Use of adhesive binding is one of the ways that this
can be achieved. "Paperback publishing is frequently referred to as a
revolution," Frank L. Schick wrote in The Paperbound Booh in America,
"yet the only sudden and startling physical change which occurred over
the last decadeis rarely mentioned. The physical quality of the paperback
and the efficiency with which it can be produced has been changed tremendously with the replacement of animal glues by synthetic adhesives."32
The use of rubber, animal, or fish glues in various forms had failed to
achieve the desired perfection in binding. One or more of the essential
characteristics-adequate adhesive strength, resistance to bacteria and
fungi, imperviousness to climatic conditions, suitability for high speed
manufacturing, good aging properties-was always lacking. Eric A.
Clough, for example, in r94g referred to the books perfect bound with
"rubber solution" during the Nineteenth Century as "now giving the
lrinding staff of the British Museum a headache."33 Twenty-five years
earlier a bookbinding manual had summed the situation up-inadvertently speaking not only for its own time but for subsequent yearswhen it said, "There is no other material which enters into the general
production and contributes more to the permanency of books, and of
which there is as little known as glue." 34
It is always difficult to "date" the beginning of ideas, and this applies
to the idea of using hot melts in perfect binding. As the practice of perfect
binding increased,it stimulated the search for better adhesives.The available glues were slow to dry; and as the books came off the assembly line,
they had to be left to dry. This, of course,meant the use of valuable floor
space in the binderies, extra handling, and delay in delivery. Also, the
glues, to which glycerine or glycols were added to secure flexibility, were
prone to pick up moisture from the air and the weakened books would fall
apart. If the environment was very dry, the binding becamebrittle.3s These
drawbacks prompted a search for a more suitable adhesive,and in at least
one instance the use of hot melts was studied.36The United States'sinvolvement in World War II, however, distracted attention from the problem, even while it accentuated it. Thus a trade journal in 1945 spoke oI
the introduction and increasing use of synthetic resin adhesives,due to the
War's efiect on the supply of animal glus.az "Almost all the larger book
manufacturing plants have experimented with these new types of adVolume 6, Number z, Spring, t96z
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hesives," it was reported. "On several points, their reports are unanimous
The adhesiveswork exceptionally well in gluing-off and in case-making,
but have not panned out so well in lining-up and casing-in."
In July ry47 Boohbinding and Booh Producti,on reported the "First
Trials on Hot-Melts Successful."ssThe report described a recent demonstration at the Kingsport Press, in Tennessee, utilizing a Hilton-Davis
Formula H-2o38 and an especially constructed gluer. The experimental
run was part of a research program being conducted by the Book Manufacturers' Institute in cooperation with the Battelle Memorial Institute.
About eighty books were individually glued ofi per minute during the
demonstration. "This interval was not suffrcient for the adhesive to set
tack free, so the books were placed in stacks for a minute or so before
feeding them into the rounding and backing machine."
The following month the magazine described a new "Cold Flow Perfect Binder Adhesive" of the Federal Adhesives Corporation, of Brooklyn.3eA run of 5,ooo books, made on a perfect binder, it was said, withstood all tests to destroy them, retaining their flexibility and adhesion.
"The books were heated to r4o degrees F., but held their ground." The
same issue of the magazine reported that the Delkote Company, of Wilmington, after several years of research on plastics developed during the
war, had produced a group of adhesivescombining flexibility, strength,
long life, and resistanceto climatic conditions.aolfhe adhesivewas said to
dry in less than ten minutes, leaving a plastic film which would outlast
most book papers.
When development of a "giant 'perfect binding' machine" by the
F. M. Charlton Company was reported, it was said that "one of the major
tricks was to develop a glue that would keep its strength and resiliency
for long periods of time.al Resiliency was especially important since the
glue previously lost its moisture and suppleness too soon. IJsed on the
comparatively inflexible flat back, such glue easily disintegrated under
any undue punishment. Also, with high speed producrion, a glue was
wanted that would need no great drying time. At its best if allowed to set
several hours after application, the synthetic resinous glue now used on
this combination gatherer and binder dries immediately and remains
'alive."'Experiments
indicated that the adhesive used at Charlton would
"maintain its flexibility for severalyears." The report also said that coated,
super-calendered,English finish, offset, or map papers could be usedpapers that becauseof their non-porous nature resisted adhesives.
The following year the results of tests conducted at the National
Bureau of Standards were described by two of its scientists in Library
Journal.a2 The report noted that publishers had been hesitant about
using adhesive binding for the better books, but "with the advent of flexible adhesives,such as polyvinyl acetate, that do not deteriorate much with
age and adverse conditions, there has been a revival of interest in this
simple and less expensive type of binding." About sixty books were
tested, including sewn books for comparison. As there were no established precedents, testing methods that would include flexing the bind150
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ings, pulling on the leaves,and acceleratedaging, were devised.
The study concluded that "the perfect bindings tested are not inferior
to comparable sewn bindings. It should tre emphasized that this conclusion applies only when used with suitable papers and is not to be interpreted as a blanket endorsement of the perfect binding." The report

carne brittle and cracked, said Publishers' Weehly in an enthusiastic report on the tests at the National Bureau of Standards.a3The idea of perfect binding is sound, however, as it seems
"to be inherently cheaperto trim and glue the back of a thick book, like the
phone book, than to sew it in signatures(althoughautomatic sewingis now an
accomplishedfact). . . . The searchhas been to find a glue that would remain
flexible indefinitely-not just until somevolatile plasticizerevaporatedout of it
-and a way of applying it so that everypagewould be seized.A year or so ago
there were soundsof 'Eureka'from someof the binderswho felt that at last they
had licked the problem. About the same time some of the binders found how
to make 'perfect bindings' that were rounded and backedand not flat-backed.
. . . The real economiespromiseto lie in the linking of each binding oPeration
into one continuousflow. The innovationsthat make this possible-both in sewn
and perfect-boundbooks-are the new fast-settingadhesives.
Progresscontinued to be made in the years that followed the investigation by the National Bureau of Standards. But in r95z the Government
Printing Office removed the perfect binding machine it had purchased in
1926.44Few of the GPO's "customers" wished perfect binding. Sewn bindings were preferred. The GPO had used animal glue, with glycerine and
other components to make it more pliable with the machine. Hot melt, it
was felt, was hard to control and when used at a 35o- to 4oo-degreeF.
temperature gave off a fume poisonous to humans. What little perfect
binding is done now by the GPO is done by hand, utilizing some of the
plastic glues. Wire stitching or oversewing machines do the work that
might have been don'eby the perfect binding machine.
Chemical Weeh described the current situation the following year. It
said that Fortune after an experimental run had switched from staples to
hot melt binding, despite the almost doubled cost and longer period required for binding.as Reader's Digest, it was said, was using hot melt to
attach covers while still using sidestitching for the text. But more and
more magazines and books were beginning to use hot melts. The new
adhesive was too expensive, however, for directories and catalogs and for
many magazines. The old glue and glycerine, or glycol, formula would
continue to be used because of its economic advantages.This same year
various formulae for resinous adhesives, together with instructions for
Volume 6, Number z, Spring, t96z
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their use, were published in a bulletin issued jointly by the Government
Printing Office and Printing Industry of America.a6
William A. Lefevre, of T. W. & C. B. Sheridan Company, described the
advantagesand disadvantagesof perfect binding at a meeting of the Philadelphia Book Clinic in r95g.a7Among the advantagesfrom the publishers'
point of view he listed were: elimination of sewing, smashing, lining and
gluing, handling between stagesof the operation; economy of the operation, and ability of the books to lie reasonably flat when open. Among the
disadvantages,he said, was the lack of a satisfactory adhesive. Neither
animal glue, polyvinyl synthetic, or hot-melt were completely satisfactory.
Referring to the adverse effect that weather conditions can sometimes
have, he cited an instance where goo,ooo books were discovered to be
falling apart, due to exposure to extreme cold, just as they were about to
be shipped. But in some instances, he added, polyvinyl synthetics were
being used with excellent results.
One of the problems ofiered by polyvinyls is the initial poor tack in the
picking up of covers.In an eflort to improve this situation, one plant has
tried applying a thin coat of polyvinyl with a thin layer of DuPont's hot
melt, but the expense of the combination adhesive negated the economic
advantage of perfect binding.as In contrast to books perfect bound with
animal glue, which crack apart in about three months, polyvinyl bound
books appear to increase in strength, perhaps as much as ten to fifteen
per cent, as the polyvinyl continues to bite into the fibres of the paper
after completion of the binding operation. Another method of increasing
the initial tack of polyvinyls is the use of a dielectric drying system ro
drive out the moisture. This is expensive-too expensive to be practical
in short run work.ae On large machines multiple glue pots make possible
the use of polyvinyl as a primer for flexibility and penetration and of hot
melt or animal glue for tack. Maximum penetration, permanent flexibility, sufficient tack to pick up the cover-these are the three qualities
desired in an adhesive. While polyvinyls are poor in tack, animal glues
are poor in permanent flexibility and only fair in penetration, and hot
melts produce cold flow and cold cracking.5oThe search for a perfect binding adhesive continues, and the announcement of new developments is a
frequent occurrence.
While much has been said here about adhesives,as they are the basic
factor in adhesive binding, it should be noted that just as rhere is no
single adhesive in exclusive use, so is there no single method of cutting
the backs of books in preparation for the application of adhesive in uniform use. For instance, guillotine knives which leave a smooth edge, rotary
knives which are followed by a roughing device, milling knives, a sanding
device-all are in use.Again, the back may be notched before the adhesive
is applied.sl
Techniques of adhesive binding rrl.ayvaty and all aspectsare susceprible to improvement, but standards are needed. Ben Duby, of H. WoIfi
Manufacturing Company, is reported as saying at aMay r96o meeting of
the New York Bookbinders' Guild, that "A standard of quality for adr52
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hesive binding should be established. For example, we have got to ask
ourselves what is expected as to tear strength and whether we have to
guarantee thesebooks as long as a sewn book."52 Though Mr. Duby spoke
from the manufacturers' point of view, he expresseda sentiment shared
by librarians. Not only are standards needed for new adhesive bound
books, but they are needed for library rebinding with this method.
In the Library
If adhesive binding were limited to telephone books, catalogs of mail
order houses, some periodicals, and inexpensive paperback reprints, the
problem for the librarian would be of relatively little dimension. Much of
this material is, or can be, quite appropriately reduced to microform.
Ifowever, not only do most of the major book clubs use some adhesive
binding, but perhaps fifteen per cent of the trade books now being published are bound with some form of adhesive.5sThe practice is growing.
Furthermore, publication of original work in paperback form is increasrng.
Some indication of the extent to which paperbacks have penetrated
library collections is afforded by a survey reported in rg58.5aA questionnaire was answered by 84r libraries. In this group z2B of g4g public, 3zr
of 358 college and university, and 83 of r4o high school libraries-or a
total of 7b per cent-said they were making some use of papertrouncl
books. The majority of these libraries had begun acquiring paperbacks
since r95o, and it is a reasonable assumption that a greater percentage are
making at least some use of paperbacks toclay.
Of the 6o4 libraries which supplied information to the survey on
their practice with regard to the processing of paperbacks, 3o4 said that
the books are both accessionedand cataloged; r35 libraries did neither;
and a small group accessionedbut did not catalog. Book-cards, pockets,
and date-due slips, or some combination of these, were provided for the
books by 5o6 libraries. As these practices cost money, the libraries have
more than the initial purchase price invested in paperbound acquisitions.
What does a library get in the way of a physical book in return for its
outlay? In 1956 it was reported that libraries had obtained as many as 3r
circulations from one paperback, but in other instances a title had stood
up to only two readings.5sIn the survey just alluded to, 3o9 libraries said
they made no efiort to increase the durability and longevity of paperbacks,
but r83 libraries were putting such books in pamphlet binders, having
them rebound, using chemical sprays or some other technique to increase
their durability and longevity. Since rg58 there have been other developments calculated to increase the durability of paperbounds. Thus one
company has advertised a method of reinforcemenl which among other
features involves the use of staples.56And another company has advertised a hard binding for paperbacks with fifty circulations, or two years
use, which ever comes first, guaranteed.sTStaples for adhesive binding,
hard binding for the paperback-it is all rather paradoxical. Publishers,
too, are aware of the problem, and some of them have endeavored to do
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something about it, including a willingness to set aside uncut sets of signatures of pre-selectedtitles for library binding.58 Nevertheless,the inadequacies of perfect binding, as for example its use on heavy art books,
remain a prob,lem.se
Library Binding
There is another aspect, however, to adhesive binding: can the libraries utilize it to any extent for their own purposes?In this connection
it should be noted that in edition binding for a publisher the books are
all printed on the same paper and are uniform in size,while in rebinding
library books each volume varies from the next. At present it would
appear that not many American libraries are making use of the perfect
technique for their own binding. One that does is the Oklahoma State
University Library, at Stillwater, whose work is done by the Robert W.
Motter Bookbinding Company, at Muskogee, Oklahoma. From a fourth
to a third of the work done for the Library is perfect bound, according to
Edmon Low, the Librarian.60 The Librar], whose emphasis is on the
sciencesand technology, uses perfect binding for its lesser-usedmaterials
such as periodicals for which there are few calls, various setsof documents,
Congressional hearings, and the like. Mr. Low said the cost of perfectbinding this material is little more than half of the cost for comparable
sewed work.61 The Motter Bookbinding Company takes a conservative
view of perfect binding: this "is definitely not library binding and is not
intended for use on materials that are used to any extent." 62 It describes
its perfect binding operation as follows:
First of all we purchaseda Flexiback Perfect Binder (hand fed and hand
glued model) from Gane Brothersand Lane, Inc., of St. Louis. This is simply a
clampingdeviceto hold the timmed book and permit it to be fanned back with
a brush.The fanning, of course,is the secret.It permitsa hairline of adhesiveto
be applied to both sidesof the back edgeof eachsheet.A strip of lining cloth is
then applied and after drying, the book is ready for rounding and backing or
the applicationof a flush cover.The adhesiveusedis a German-madecold resin
baseadhesivecalledPlanatol BB, this too we buy from Gane Bros.& Lane, Inc.
The main drawback to this processis the fact that if any one of the sheets
happensto be slightly undersize,even after trimming, it will fall out after binding. Sincethe book jogs to the front, it is absolutelynecessary
that all pagesbe
exactlv the samesize.Suchis not the casein oversewing,which is still the best
type of sewingfor library bound books.
The Milwaukee Public Library, prompted by a desire to replace sewn
binding with an equally-satisfactory method which would involve lower
labor costsand faster production, put an Ehlermann adhesivebinder into
operation in November rgbg. According to City Librarian Richard E.
Krug, the Ehlermann was selectedbecauseit employs the fanning principle.63Each side of the back edgesof the leavesis coated with adhesive to a
depth of r/fith of an inch. Another attraction was that the machine has a
mold which rounds the backs of books. The Milwaukee Library is binding all circulating books except books printed on coated paper, books
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more than two inches thick-because the mold will not accommodate a
volume of greater thickness-and periodicals and reference books which
receive heavy use and are to be kept permanently. During 196o a total of
r4,698 books were bound on the machine.
Mr. Krug reported two hampering factors. One was the limitation on
size of volumes bound. The other was the "inability to bind coated paper
stock, although this defect cannot be attributed to the machine, but to
the adhesives. We may find an adhesive which will satisfactorily glue
coated paper stock. We are now using a polyvinyl adhesive purchased
from Lloyd Associates and imported from Germany. We have experimented with Cudahy's Resoflex-PB, which is also a polyvinyl adhesive,
and it worked satisfactorily. We have recently ordered ten gallons of this
adhesive to test it further, and it is about a third of the price of the imported adhesives."
The library has found the following advantages in using the Ehlermann, said Mr. Krug:
it makesfor faster binding, as it eliminatesseveralstepsin the binding process,
and thereforeis cheaperin labor costs.The booksare better in appearance.
The
booksopen flatly, with lesspossibilityof the breakageof the spine. Books with
narrow marginscan be bound with this method as the backscan be just shaved
and the penetrationof the glue is just r/r6th of an inch.
An Ehlermann-Binder Gluer and adhesive from Lloyd Associates,
Ltd., of New York, is also being used by University Microfilms, Inc., Ann
Arbor, for binding its Copy-Flo reprinrs.6a
Organized, or group, efforr to improve library binding began half a
century ago-in rgog-when an American Library Association committee prepared a handbook.6s Another step forward was taken with publication of the "Minimum Specifications for Class A Binding," developed
jointly by the American Library Association and the Library Binding
Institute. It has in the years since rga4 proven most useful in bettering
the quality of library binding. Since rg57 there has also been available
the supplementary "Minimum Specifications for Binding Lesser Used
Materials." In rg55 a writer said, "Adhesive binding used successfullyin
England and proved durable in U. S. Bureau of Standards tests has not
caught on in this country. It had little chance against Minimum Specifications for ClassA Library Binding which specify sewing."66Another writer
at this time said in a discussion of the binding of serials, "The plastic
liquids, when applied to the compactly pressededgesof a group of magazines, uniting them into a single flexible-backed volume, have not yer had
time to prove themselves. Combinations of elementary sewing, plastic
application, and commercially prepared binding casespromise permanence and are useable where a library has more labor supply than binding budget. High school libraries, small public and branch libraries and
a few small college libraries are using such alternatives with great satisfaction thus far."6?
Just as there are various qualities of sewn bindings, some poor, some
good, so there are various qualities of adhesive binding. In rg59 a subVolume 6, Number z, Spring, 196z
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committee of the Amerrcan Library Association's Bookbinding Committee began an investigation of the possibilities {or establishing standards
for the rebinding of paperbacks.68The studies prompted consideration of
adhesive binding for library purposes, but further progress was inhibited
by the lack of testing facilities. This same year a"subcommittee on bookbinding was formed within Sectional Committee Z3g (Standardization in
the Field of Library Work and Documentation) of the American Standards Association. Some of the members of this committee were librarians.
They and the members of the American Library Association subcommittee concluded that a broad reexamination of requirements for library
binding in general was needed. Late in rgbg the Council on Library Resources,Inc., was approached in this connection and agreed to support the
project.
The first phase of the plan provided for the assembling of data on
binding needs for use in identifying and defining the chief categoriesfor
which performance standards, specifications, and acceptance tests are
needed. A survey team was assigned this task. It collected information
through visits to representative libraries and supplemented it with more
obtained from a mail questionnaire sent to a larger sampling of libraries.
Various aspects of adhesive binding figured in the survey. At one
point in the published report it was observed: "The durability of both
the component parts and the whole of adhesive binding should be tested
with a view toward its use for economical binding as well as for handling
difficult-to-bind material."6e The survey's findings led to a recommendation that test procedures be developed for various methods of binding and
these be followed by formulation of performance standards and specifications. Among the binding components which need testing, it was reported
by William J. Barrow, the survey team's consultant, was the need for a
thorough study of the properties of adhesives.To
lfhis thought was amplified in a report by Mr. Barrow to the Council on Library Resources,following a preliminary inquiry into adhesive binding made at the Organization's request. He pointed out that, not only was more information
needed on adhesivesand adhesivebinding, but that tests and some testing
equipment would have to be devised.
In September 196r the Council contracted with Mr. Barrow for the
establishment and maintenance for two years of a laboratory for research
on problems relating to the preservation of books and other library materials. Perfect binding was slated to be one of the first subjects for investigation.
Addenda
In October r96r-after the foregoing essaywas completed-development of a new adhesiveand binding machine for publishers' edition work
was reported.Tl The new process, said to be capable of adaptation to
models of ddhesive binders now in use and capable of binding perhaps
r8,ooo volumes an hour, is the product of the Bardbind Corporation, of
Brooklyn, N. Y. The process is based on three new features: a thermo-
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setting plastic adhesive,or cold synthetic; a series of applicators, or laminators, which apply the adhesive in layers; and heating and refrigerating
units which fuse the layers of adhesive and weld the signatures together
and to the cover. and which leaves the adhesive inert. When the machine
is commercially available-the prototype was accidentally destroyed by
fire after testing-perhaps a new day of more durable adhesive edition
binding will be at hand.
NOTES

r. The literature on adhesive bookbinding is meager, and as for the history of adhesive
bookbinding-the
whole subject awaits the attention of a candidate for a doctoral
degree. The present article is in no sense exhaustive despite the aid of a number of
people. In addition to those mentioned in the following notes, the writer wishes to
thank Mr. Verner W. Clapp, Mrs. Edith Filliette, and Dr. Laurence B. Heilprin for
their assistance.
z. A sidelight on the pr:actice and a receipt for the paste are given in a question-andanswer column in t}re Scientific American,4T:zo [New Series] Novernber rr, r88s.
p. 3t5. Earlier that year Morgan W. Brown, of Brooklyn, received U. S. Patent
258,984,June 6, 1882,for a merhod of binding writing pads.
3. U. S. Pa.te'rt 444. October 28, 1837. "Perfectly" is not italicized in the original.
4. Nicholson, James B. A Manual of the Art of Bookbind,ing. Philadelphia, 1856. p. 58.
"India-Rubber Backs."
5 . U . S . P a t e n t 4 6 , 0 2 r ,J a n u a r y 3 r , r 8 6 5 .
'6.
Zaehnsdorf, Joseph W.. The Art of Bookbinding. Lond.on, r88o. p. rz-r3.
7. Oversewing, overcasting, or whipstitching, as it is variously known, is a method of
sewing the sides of leaves along their back edges. It makes for a srrong binding but
Lrooksso sewn do not open flat.
Binding terms will be defined here, but fuller information will be found in various
manuals and reference works such as An Encyclopedia ol the Book, by Geoffrey
Ashall Glaister, Cleveland and New York (196o). A good brief summary is to be
found in Library Journal, 8t:z7or-27s7, November r5, 1956. "How Books Are
Bound." (Junior Li,braries, pp. t-7).
8. U. S. Patent 395,4o8.January r, r88g.
g. The process is reminiscent of "fiddling,"
an operation in which the back of the
book is cut diagonally and heavy cords are "floated" in a sea of glue in the grooves;
the ends of the cords are splayed out on the sides for fastening to the cover,
ro. U. S. Patent 997,36o.February b, r889.
rr. The Amertcan Bookbinder,4:86, July, r8g3.
rs. Melvin B. Summerfield, of the Library Binding Instirute, is quoted in Library Journal (8r:27, November r5, r9g6 [funior Litrraries, p. rr], "What Price Durability") as
saying, "A reinforced publisher's binding may be expected to give s5 circulations,
perhaps five more than an ordinary binding. The pre-bound book will give 85 to
roo circulations or mo:e," The following year Dudley A .Weiss, of the same Institute, said, "A survey conducted by the Joint Cornmittee [of the American Library
Association and the Institute] in rgg4 and using a sample furnished by ALA revealed that the average number of circulations of a volume in a publisher's binding
was about 25. For volumes in library binding, the average was in excess of 8o and
ranged up to 3oo, with many litrraries indicating a range in the vicinity of roo. A
librarian can acquire a new volume, obtain about z5 circulations with it, have it
rebound in library binding, and then obtain about 8o to roo or more circulations."
Library Journal,8a:r7, January r, ryb7."Facts and Fallacies on Library Binding."
r3. One wonders about the fate of the Cirawford method. John Cotton Dana in his
Notes on Boohbind,ing for Libraries, Chicago, 19o6, makes no mention of it although
the introduction to his book is dated from the Newark Free Public Library, which
presumably had Crawford-bound books, in January rgoG-only thirteen years later
than the sto:y on the Crawford method.
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r4. U. S. Patent 476,2o8M
. ay 3r, r8ga.
rb. Letter from T. Blair Hawkes, Vice President, Engineering and Research, T. W. and
C. B. Sheridan Company, September e8, 1916o.
r6. U. S. Patent 785,sb9.August 4, rgo1.
r7. U. S. Patent 848,68o.April z, rgo7.
r8. U. S. Patent r,235,982.July 3r, rgr7. This was a variation or improvement on Practices already current, for in a cursory examination of adhesive bound Chicago telephone directories by the present writer it appeared that crash was utilized in a rgr4
directory but not in one of the preceding year.
rg. U. S. Patent r,793,552.February 24, rg1r.
zo. Nachrichten fiir Wissenschaftli,che Bi,bliotheken, gi22-24, January-Feb'ruary, lgbo.
"Ein neues Bindeverfahren
Loseblattausgaben und
fiir Zeitungen, Amtsbliitter,
iihnliche Druckschrif ten."
er. Lindberg, Sten G. "Some Binding Problerns Abroad." Library Trends, 4;915, Janrl.
ary, 1956.
zz. "The Perfect-Binding Metoden." Bibli,oteksbladet, gEiS:242-244, rgbo. Abstract in
English, p. 258.
23. Lindberg, op. cit.pp.315-316. Lumbeck glue is said to be "easier to work with than
other imitation resinous glues, such as the German Planthol, the Swedish Hernia,
and at least equal to such American glues as Liquick Leather."
24. Library Bind,ing i,n Europe, Submitted to Council on Library Resources, Inc., Washington 6, D.C., Reported on January 16, 196r. Typescript. "Plastic Bindings,"
p. 28-30.
25. "Garenloos Binden (Vervolg IV. Machines)." Bibliotheehgiils, gg:68-78, July-August,
1957.
26. Balandin, M. Y. Perepletnoe delo.l\{oscow, Sovetskaia Rossia, 196o. p. rr and rr7.
27. In his volume, Bookbinding for Librarians (London, rg57), he devotes his thirteenth
chapter to adhesive binding. See also: "Perfect Bindirig: A New Development," in
The Library Association Record, 5r:Bro-8r2, October, rg4g, and "Bookbinding
Methods for Libraries," in Unesco Bul,letin For Libraries, rb:zr-24, January-February, 196r.
28. Letter from Mr. Drewry, October r r, 196o.
zg. Quantity binding in uniform style of a title for its publisher.
3o. Alpers, op. ci,t. p. r.
3r. William A. Lefevre, of T. W. and C. B. Sheridan Company, was reported in PubIishers' Weekly (175:82, April 6, rg59. "Agsnts, Perfect Binding Are Phila. Clinic
Topics.") as saying that "perfect binding machines run from $rro,ooo to $rz5,ooo in
cost for large machines and around $z5,ooo for small ones."
Bz. Schick, Frank L. The Paperbound Book in America. New York, rggg. (Secoird Printi"g) p. s7.
g g . T h e L i b r a r y A s s o c i a t i o nR e c o r d , 5 r : 3 r o , O c t o b e r , r g 4 g .
34. Pleger, John J. Bookbind,i.ng. Chicago, r924. p. r24. (Revised edition of Boohbinding
and, Its Auxiliary Branches.)
gg. Chemi,cal Weeh, 79:68-7o, July r8, r953. "Hot Melts Bind a Market."
96. Hawkes, op. ci,t.He was working with the Bakelite C,orporation.
97. Bookbind,ing and Book Prod,uction,4r:3r and 4o, June, 1945.
98. Ibid. JuIy, 1947."First Trials on Hot-lVlelts Successful."p. 34.
gg. Ibid,. "New Perfect Binding Glue." p. 49. A cold adhesive developed by Alfred
Cahen, of The World Publishing Company, which promised great usefulness in
casemaking was reported in Publishers' Weekly, 168:zoo4-zoo8, November 5, rgb5.
"Reading Plan and Cahen's Report on Cold Adhesives are BMI Highlights."
4o. Ibid. August rg'47. "New Library Binding Adhesive." p. 49.
or Soft Covers." Bookbinding and, Book
4r. Hattal, Alvin M. "Perfect Binding-Hard
Production, September ry4j. p. 4o.
'Perfect' Book Binding."
42. Carson, F. T. and Wetrer, C. G. "Performance of the
L i b r a r y J o u r n a l , T g : g r 8 - 9 2 3 ,J u n e r 5 , r g 4 8 .
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'Perfect
Bindings' Can Take It, says Bureau
43. Melcher, Daniel. "The New, Perfected
of Standards." Library lournal, rbg:24ob-24o7,June 5, 1948.
44. Interview with Harold C. Leonard, Superintendent of Binding, and Hugh R. Wood,
Foreman, Library Binding Section, Government Printing Office, October r9, 196o.
48. Op.cit. p.7o. .
46. GPO'PIA Joint Research Bulletin, Bindery Seties No. 4. Mi,scellaneous Bookbinding
Adhesiues fWashington, U. S. Government Printing Office. 1953.] 7 p. A supplement
(3 p., processed) was issued the following year. The original bulletin is described in
The Chemic.al Age, 49:547-548.September r?, rgbg. ("Resinous Adhesives for Bookbinding, Soure PVA Formulations")
4 7 . S e en o t e g r .
48. "Edition Binders Appraise New Trimmer and Perfect Binders in Open Dehate on
Exposition." Booh Prod.uction, November, lg5g.p. 44-4b.
49. Bergstein, Harold. "Adhesive Binding: Progress, Problems and Potential." Book
Production,Jrtne, r96o. p.6o and 69.
go. Ibid.
gr. Ibiil.
52. Ibid.
53. Interview with Walter Kubilius, Editor of Book Production, September rg, 1960.
54. Library Journal, 8g:rrg7-rr4z. Fessler, Aaron L. "Paperbacks in Libraries-'58."
April 15, rg58. Fol a commentary on the situation four years earlier see: Kuhns,
Elinor C. "Paperback Expendables." Library lournal, 79:zo59-zo6z, November r,
r954.
55. Schick, Frank L. "Trends in Publications Affiecting Binding and Conservation."
Library Trend,s, 4i228-288, January, r956.
56. Advertisement of Bro-Dart Industries: "The New Bro-Dart Reinforcing Method
SavesPre-Binditg . . ." Library Journal, S6:2r5, January r5, rgGr.
57. Advertisement of Hertzberg-New Method, Inc.: "Perma-Bound Bindings for PaperBacks. . ." Library Journal, 36:397, February r, 196r. (See also the advertisement of
San-Val, Inc., for "Vinabind." Library Journal, S6:r976-t977, April r, 196r )
58. Letter from Harold H. Laskey, Director, Education Department, The New American Library of lVorld Literature, Inc., October r7, r96o.
ol Performance Standards for Library Binding, Phase I, Report ol the
59. Deulopment
Suruey Team, April tg6t. Chicago, Library Technology Project, American Library
Association, r 96r . p. r8.
6o. Interview with Mr. Low, November r5, 196o.
6r. A contrary view was expressed by Dudley A. Weiss several years earlier: "Suggestions have been made to eliminate sewing and to use an adhesive. Actual tests have
indicated that there is no net saving here, since labor is required to prepare the
volume to receive the adhesive and to apply it, but even more important is the fact
that the sections would not be secure and hence library usage impractical." (Library
Journal,8z:r8, January r, ryb7."Facts and Fallacies on Library Binding.")
62. Letter from Robert T. Motter, Jr., November :3, 196o.
69. Letter frorn Mr. Krug, April rr, 196r.
64. Letters from StevensRice, March 3o and April rg, 196r.
65. Stratton, John B. "Libraries and Commercial Binderies." I-ibrary Trencls,4:3rlr-3rr,
January, r956.
66. Ibid. p. 3ro. In this connection it is interesting to recall that in rgb6 the United
States Testing Company, Inc., subrnitted six lots of books, furnished by the Library
Binding Institute, to a tumbling test in an effort to compare the durability of different bindings. The books were tumbled in a revolving drum with the intent to
simulate the abuse the books would receive in normal library usage. Among the
books were reinforced adhesive-bo,und paperbacks. At the end of a half hour the
test was discontinued as the books had "badly burst." In comparison, at the end of
three hotrrs, volumes meeting library binding standards were showing slight loosening and in one instance considerable loosening. ("Library Bindings Undergo Standardized Testing." Library Journal,8z:48-49, January r, 1957.)
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67. Ditzion, Sidney and Norrnan, Leverett. "Problems of Periodical and Binding."
Library Trends, 4:248-zg7,January, 1956.
68. Schick, Frank L. "Bookbinding Problems and Promises: Steps Toward a Re-evaluation of Standards." Library Resources and, Techni.cal Seruices,4:rgr-r38, Spring,
r96o.
69. Deuelopment of Performance Stanclard,s,op. cit. p.22.
7o. Ibid,.p.6o.
7r. "Breakthrough in Adhesive Binding Forecast with Radical Concepts." Book Production, October, 196r. p. 76.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

TO THE ]?TSD BYLAWS

Members of the Division will be asked to vote at a meeting of the RTS Division of ALA to be held during the ALA Conference in Miami, June rg6e, on
amendments to the Bylaws. The amendments, which are proposed by the Bylaws
Committee and have the necessary approval of the RTSD Board of Directors
and the ALA Constitution and Bylaws Committee, would allow for the establishment of discussion groups within the Division. These groups would have the
same relationship to the Division which round tables have to ALA. Following
are the proposed amendmenF:
Article XII. Discussion Groups.
Sec. t. Establishment. Any group of ten or more members of the Division interested in discussingcommon problems which fall within the object of the Division, but which are not within the responsibility of a single section may form a
discussion group upon written petition from the group, and upon approval by
the Board of Directors. The petition shall include the purpose of the group and
the requirements for membership, if any.
Sec. z. Membership. Membership is open to members of the Division who
are interested in the purpose of the group and who fulfill the requirements for
membership in the group.
Sec.j. Officers. Each group shall elect a chairman annually. In addition to his
regular duties, the chairman shall see that the group's activities are limited to
discussion of common problems within the purpose of the group, that the group
engagesin no activity in conflict with the program of the Division or its sections,
and that the Division bylaws are observed by the group.
Sec. 4. Discontinuance. The Organization Committee shall recommend that
a discussion group be dissolved when the usefulness of that group has ceased.If
the recommendation is adopted by the Board of Directors, the group shall be dis,
solved.
Change in numbering of Article XII to XIII, XIII to XIV, XIV to XV, and
XV to XVI.
RTSD Bylaws Committee: Samuel M. Boone,
Lorena Clarke, Ray O. Hummel, Jr., Felix
Reichmann, Howard Rovelstad, Chairman.
.
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l.F.L.A.
International
on
Conference
CataloguingPrinciples,
Paris,
9th-l8thOctober,196l
PnutlrrNenv Orrrcrar, RBponr*
Introduction
The International Conference on Cataloguing Principles, sponsored
by I.F.L.A. with the aid of a grant from the Council on Library Resources,
was held at the UNESCO Conference Building, Paris, from gth-rSth October r96r.
The aim of the Conference, as laid down by the Preliminary Meeting
held in London in July rgbg, was "to reach agreement on basic principles
governing the choice and form of entry in the alphabetical catalogue of
authors and titles." With this aim in view, library associationsand other
interested organizations in all countries with which contact could be established were asked to form national committees for the purpose of appointing and instructing delegates.A number of international organizations were also invited to participate in the Conference. Working Papers,
on subjects suggested by the Preliminary Meeting were prepared and
circulated for study and comment, and a draft Statement of Principles,
based on the Working Papers and the comments received, was prepared
by the Executive Secretary and issued to all participants and their sponsoring organizations before the opening of the Conference.
The Conference sessionswere devoted mainly to the discussion and
amendment of this draft Statement of Principles. After a general discussion of each section of the draft, during which amendments were submitted by delegations, a working group was appointed which, together
with members of the enlarged Organizing Committee, considered the
amendments and the points made during the general discussion and prepared a revised text of the section, which was submitted to the vote of the
Conference at a later session.The final Statement arrived at by this procedure received the support of a large majority of the participants. In
addition to the general sessions,which were concerned with this Statement and with general resolutions, a number of special groups met during
the Conference and produced reports which will be issued later with a full
report of the Conference.
The text of the Statement of Principles, together with other resolutions passed by the Conference, lists of delegations and special groups,
and a summary of the votes taken is given below. potes not included here
but available on request.]
*Report

issued by A. H. Chaplin, Secretary I.C.C.P., I November r96r.
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Resolution I
The Conference approves, in accordance with the votes recorded elsewhere, the Statement of Principles set out below.
(r) It requests the officiaf national delegates and- the- national commitiees: to airange for the widest possible publicity for this text among
librarians, publis"hersand booksellirs, and the responsible authorities in
their respectivecountries;
(z) tb take the necessaryaction to ensure (a) that cataloguing rules in
theii countries are established or revised as soon as possible in conformity
with the principles laid down by the Conference, and put into.practice;
(b) that the same principles are taken into account in the compilation of
national bibliographies.
It also req.t"erti the official delegatesof international organizations to
bring the texi of the Statement of Principles to the notice of the national
members of their organizations.
It requests the Secretariat to communicate the text of the Statement
to all coirntries not represented at the Conference, and to any international organizations n-ot represented which may be deemed to be interestedin the problems of cataloguing.
SrerrlrrNr

on Pntucrprns

Adopted by the International Conference on
Cataloguing Principles, Paris, October 196r.
r. Scopeof Statement
The principles here stated apply only to the choice a-nd form of
headings and entry-words-i.e. to the principal elements determining
the ordir of entries-in cataloguesof printed booksl in which entries
under authors' names and, w[ere these are inappropriate or insufficient, under the titles of works are combined in one alphabetical sequence. They are framed with special reference to cataloguesenumeriting the contents of large general libraries: but their-application to
the catalogues of other libraries and to other alphabetical lists of
books is also recommended, with such modifications as may be required by the purposesof thesecataloguesand lists'
z. Functions of the Catalogue
The catalogue should be an efficient instrument for ascertaining
2.r whether thi library contains a particular book specified by
(a) its author and title, or
(b) if the author is not named in the book, its title alone, or
(cj if autnor and title are inappropriate or insufficient for identification, a suitable substitute for the title;
which works by a particular author and
(a)
z.z
(b) which editions of a particular work are in the library
Structure of the Catalogue
B.
"
To discharge these functions the catalogue should contain
16z
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B.r at least one entryfor each book catalogued, and
B.s more than one entry relating to any book, whenever this is necessary in the interests of the user or becauseof the characteristicsof
the book-for example:
3.zr when the author is known by more than one name or form
of name. or
3.zz when the author's name has been ascertained but is not on
the title-page of the book, or
when
several authors or collaborators have shared in the
3.23
creation of the book, or
3.24 when the book is attributed to various authors, or
3.25 when the book contains a work known by various titles
Kinds
of Entry
4.
Enries may be of the following kinds: main entries, added entries
and references.
4.r One entry for each book-the main entry-must be a full entry,
giving all the particulars necessary for identifying the book.
Other entries may be either added entries (i.e. additional entries,
based on the main entry and repeating under other headings
information given in it) or references (which direct the reader to
another place in the catalogue).
rr. Use of Multiple Entries
The two functions of the catalogue (see z.r and z.z) are most
efiectively discharged by
5.r an entry for each book under a heading derived from the author's
name or from the title as printed in the book, and
5.2 when variant forms of the author's name or of the title occur, an
entry for each book under a uniform heading,2 consisting of one
particular form of the author's name or one particular title, or,
for books not identified by author or title, a uniform heading consisting of a suitable substitute for the title, and
b.3 appropriate added entries andfor references.
6. Function of difierent kinds of Entry
6.r The main entry for works entered under authors'names should
normally be made under a uniform heading. The main entry for
works entered under title may be either under the title as printed
in the book, with an added entry under a uniform titlg or under
a uniform title, with added enmies or referencesunder the other
titles. The latter practice is recommended for the cataloging of
well-known works, especially those known by conventional titles
(seer r.3).3
6.2 Entries under other names or forms of name for the same author
should normally take the form of references; but added entries
may be used in special cases.a
6.3 Entries under other titles for the same work should normally take
the form of added entries; but referencesmay be used when a reference can replace a number of added entries under one heading.s
Volu,me6, Number z, Spring, t96z
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6.4 Added entries (or in appropriate casesreferences)should also be
made under the names of joint-authors, collaborators, etc. and
under the titles of works having their main entry under an author's name, when the title is an important alternative means of
identification.
7. Choice of Uniform Heading
The uniform heading should normally be the most frequently
used name (or form of name) or title appearing in editions of the
works catalogued or in referencesto them by accepted authorities.
7.r When editions have appeared in several languages, preference
should in general be given to a heading based on editions in the
original language; but if this language is not normally used in
the catalogue, the heading may be derived from editions and referencesin one of the languages normally used there.
8. Single personal author
8.r The main entry for every edition of a work ascertained to be by a
single personal author should be made under the author's name.
An added entry or reference is made under the title of each edition in which the author's name is not stated on the title-page.
8.2 The uniform heading should be the name by which the author
is most frequently identified in editions of his works,6 in the fullest form commonly appearing therc, except that
8.zr another name or form of name should be taken as the uniform heading if it has become established in general usage
either in references to the author in biographical, historical
and literary works, or in relation to his public activities
other than authorship;
8.zz a further identifying characteristic should be added, if necessary, to distinguish the author from others of the same name.
Entry
under
Corporate Bodies
9.
9.r The main entry for a work should be made under the name of a
corporate body (i.e. any institution, organized body or assembly
of persons known by a corporate or collective name),
9.rr when the work is by its nature necessarilythe expression of
the collective thought or activity of the corporate body,? even
if signed by a person in the capacity of an officer or servant
of the corpotate body, or
g.rz when the wording of the title or title-page, taken in conjunction with the nature of the work, clearly implies that the
corporate body is collectively responsible for the conrenr of
the work.s
In
other
cases,when a corporate body has performed a function
9.2
(such as that of an editor) subsidiary to the function of the author,
an added entry should be made under the name of the corporate
body.
q . c In doubtful cases,the main entry may be made either under the
name of the corporate body or under the title or the name of
r64
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the personal author, with an added entry in either caseunder the
alternative not chosenfor the main entry.
9.4 The uniform heading for works entered under the name of a
corporate body should be the name by which the body is most
frequently identified in its publications, except that
9.4r if variant forms of the name are frequently found in the publications, the uniform heading should be the official form of
the name;
g.4z if. there are official names in several languages, the heading
should be the name in whichever of these languages is best
adapted to the needs of the users of the catalogue;
g.$ if the corporate body is generally known by a conventional
name, this conventional name (in one of the languages normally used in the catalogue) should be the uniform heading;
9.44 for states and other territorial authorities the uniform heading should be the currently used form of the name of the
territory concerned in the language best adapted to the needs
of the usersof the catalogue;
g.4b if the corporate body has used in successiveperiods difierent
names which cannot be regarded as minor variations of one
name, the heading for each work should be the name at the
time of its publication, the difierent names being connected
by references;e
9.46 a further identifying characteristic should be added, if necessary, to distinguish the corporate body from others of the
samename.
9.5 Constitutions, laws and treaties, and certain other works having
similar characteristics,should be entered under the name of the
appropriate state or other territorial authority, with formal or
conventional titles indicating the nature of the material. Added
entries for the actual titles should be made as needed.
9.6 A work of a corporate body which is subordinate to a superior
body should be entered under the name of the subordinate body,
except that
9.6r if this name itself implies subordination or subordinate function, or is insufficient to identify the subordinate body, the
heading should be the name of the superior body with the
name of the subordinate body as a subheading;
9.6z if the subordinate body is an administrative, judicial or legislative organ of a government, the heading should be the
name of the appropriate state or other territorial authority
with the name of the organ as a subheading.
r o. NIultiple authorship
When two or more authorslo have shared in the creation of a
work:
ro.r if one author is represented in the book as the principal author,
the others playing a subordinate or auxiliary role, the main enVolume 6, Number z, Spring, t96z
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try for the work should be made under the name of the principal
author;
ro.z if no author is represented as the principal author, the main
entry should be made under
ro.2r the author named first on the title-page, if the number of
authors is two or three, added entries being made under
the name(s) of the other author(s)
ro.sz the title of the work. if the number of authors is more than
three, added entries being made under the author named
first in the book and under as many other authors as may
appear necessary.
ro.3 Collectionsrr
The main entry for a collection consisting of inclependent works
or parts of works by different authors should be made
ro.3r under the title of the collection, if it has a collective title;
ro.B2 under the name of the author, or under the title, of the
first work in the collection. if there is no collective title.
ro.33 In both cases,an added entry should be made under the
name of the compiler (i.e. the person responsible for assembling from various sources the material in the collection) if known.
ro.34 Exception: if the name of the compiler appears prominently on the title-page, the main entry may be made under the name of the compiler, with an added entry under
the title.
ro.4 If successiveparts of a work are attributed to difierent authors,
the main entry should be made under the author of the first part.
r r. Works entered under Title
r r. r \Morks having their main entry under the title are:
r r.r r works whose authors have not been ascertained,
r r . r s works by more than three authors, none of whom is principal author (seero.zz),
rr.r3 collections of independent works or parts of works, by different authors, published with a collective title,
rr.r4 works (including serials and periodicals) known primarily
or conventionally by title rather than by the name of the
author.
rr.z An added entry or reference should be made under the title for:
rr.qr anonymous editions of works whose authors have been
ascertained
rl.z2 works having their main entry under the name of the author, when the title is an important alternative means of
identification,
rr.z3 works whose main entry is made under the name of a
cotporate body, but which have distinctive titles not including the name of the corporate body,
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rr.24 collections whose main entry is made exceptionally under
the compiler.
rr.3 The uniform heading (for main or added entries, see 6'r) for
works enrered under iitie should be the original title or the title
most frequently used in editions of the work,r2 except that
rr.3r if ihe work is generally known by a conventional title, the
conventional title should be the uniform heading'
rr.4 The uniform heading for works of which successiveparts or volumes bear difierent titles should be the title of the first part, un-

quently used form may be adopted as a uniform heading for all
tssues.
rr.6 Multi-lateral international treaties and conventions and certain
other categoriesof publications issued with non-distinctive titles
may be entered.tnder a uniforrn conventional heading chosen to
reflect the form of the work.la

Resolution II
The Conference resolves
(r) that its Organizing Committee, as now enlarged, remain- in being until the te*iuttt.,ul meeting of the I.F.L.A. Council, for the purpose of
(a) making editorial correitions where necessaryto the texts adopted
by the Conference;
(b) distributing these texrs to all delegates and observers and to all
national committees and other participating organizations,'aswell
as to the professional press;
(.) editing and publishing the Conference Report;
(d) ensuring the execution of all resolutions of the Conference;
(e) ensuring the continuation of the work undertaken in the course
of the Conference by special groups;
/f\ preserving and utilising the documentary material accumulated
during thi preparations for the Conference and during the Conference itself;
(g) submitting to the Bureau of I.F.L.A. a list of further subjects for
study in the field of cataloguing;
(z) thar the Bureau of I.F.L.A. be asked to consider means of continuing
Volume 6, Number z, Spring, r95z
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the work of the Conference and further subjects for study in the field
of cataloguing, and to seek financial resources for carrying out the
projects approved by the Conference and required by any future programme,
Resolution III
The Conference considers that. in the interests of future international
activity, the national bodies created for the purposes of the Conference
should remain in existenceand continue to cooperate with the Organizing
Committee.
Resolution IV
Projects to be undertaken
A. The Conference proposes that the following projects be undertaken
under the direction of the Organizing Committee:
(r) The publication with the minimum od delay of a statement of the
practice approved in each country for the entry of the personal names
of its nationals.
(z) The preparation and publication of the following lists:
(a) a list of approved forms for catalogue entries of the names of
statesand other territorial authorities, in conformity with the official names used by these authorities themselves,and with equivalents in the principal languagesof the world;
(b) a list of uniform titles for the anonymous classicsof each country,
with approved equivalents in the languages of other countries;
(c) a restricted list of categories of publications which may be entered under a conventional heading reflecting the form of the
work.
B. The Conference, noting the desirability of establishing certain lists of
uniform headings-e.g. of names of classicalGreek and Latin authors; of
names of the principal corporate bodies existing in each country and
of important international organizations-proposes the compilation of a
restricted number of such lists by way of experiment.
Resolution V
The Conference recommends that those countries which share, wholly
or in respect of a part of their inhabitants, the use of a common language
consult together with a view to unifying their practices relating to the
entry-word for personal names in that language.
Resolution VI
The Conference recommends that I.F.L.A., in co-operation with other
interested international organizations, should study the possible repercussions on cataloguing rules of the use, especially in large general libraries, of electronic machinery and of mechanical procedures in general.
Resolution VII
The Conference asks that consideration be given to the possibility of
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supplementing the Statement of Principles by the addition of a certain
number of further points on which international agreement may be possible.
Resolution VIII
The Conference welcomes the co-operative spirit reaffirmed by the
delegate of I.S.O. and hopes that the cloiest possible contact will be maintained between I.F.L.A. and I.S.O., partic;larly with regard to bibliographical referencesand transliteration.
Resolution IX
The Conference wishes to record that, if it has attained its objective
and reached a very wide agreement on cataloguing principles, it owes this
successto the ample means put at the disposal of I.F.L.A. by the Council
orr Library Resources.This assistancehas made it possible to carry out
the preparations for the Conference under excellent conditions and to
hring together responsible experts from a large number of countries and
i nternational organizations.
The Conference expressesits gratitude to the Council on Library Resourcesfor its generoushelp.
r. In this statemenr,the word "rroor."filu.rla be taken to include other library ma-

terials having similar characteristics.
z. The term'funiform
heading" has been substituted for the term "standarcl heading"
used in the text submitted to the conference, in view of the objection that the lat,
ter term might imply a heading which has received the approval of a standardizing
organization.
3. The principles established for treatment of works entered under title may be folIowed,also in arranging entries under any particular author heading.
4. e.g. when a particular group of works is associated with a particulai name.
5. e.g. when a particular variant title has been used in a number of editions.
6. Subject to Section 7.r.
7. e-.g. official reports, rules and regulations, manifestos, programmes and records of
the results of collective work.
8. e.g. serials whose titles consist of a generic term (Bulletin, Transactions, etc.) preceded or followed by the name of a corporate body, and which include some account
of the activities of the body.
g. It is a permissible alternative, when it is certain that the successive names denote
the same body, to assemble all the entries under the latest name with references
from the other name.
ro. rn this section the word "author" is used to include a corporate body undeq whose
name entries are made (see Section g).
rr' A large minority of the Conference did not accept the text of ro.3 b'ut favoured the
following alternative text:
ro.3 The main entry for a collection consisting of independent works or parts of
works by different authors should tre made
ro.3r when the collection has a collective title

" u'' :*:ffoi,X;
lXffi?'".:H,':A*.X'
.(;:ff .tT1lli'l%-,'ff
,"':;
if he is named on the title-page,
ro.3rz under the title of the collectio r, if the compiler is not named on
the title-page;
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ro.A2 when the collectron has no collectrve title, under the name of the author,
or under the title' of the first work in the collection.
ro.33 An added entry should always be made under the name of the compiler
(if known), when not chosen as heading for the main entry; and under
the title, if the main entry is under the compiler.
rs. Subject to Section 7.r.
r3. If it is desired to collect information about the serial publication as a whole in one
place in the catalogue.
r4. If it is desired to group these publications in one place in the catalogue.

I

APPENDIX
Delegations

The number of participants was ro5, made up of delegations from 53 countries and rs international organizations together with the members of the Organizing committee appoinred in London in rg5g and the authors of working
p"pers iommissioned by the Committee. One hundred and four observers from
20 countries also attended the Conference.
National delegations were from: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium'
Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Ceylon, Chile, Republic of China, Colombia' Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany (Bundesrepublik), Great Britain,
Guatemala, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iran, Israel, Italy, Jamaica, Japan' Republic of Korea, The Lebanon, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealind, Norway, Pakistan, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Federation of Rhodesia &
Nyasaland, Rumania, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Thailand, Turkey, U.S.S.R., U.S.A., Uruguay, Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam'
Republic of Viet-Nam, West Africa, and Yugoslavia.
lnternational organizations represented were: Association of Libraries of
Documentation,
Judaica and Hebraica in Europe, Federation Internationale de
FAO Library, International Association of Agricultural Librarians and Documentalists, International Association of Law Libraries, International Association
of Music Libraries, International Federation of Library Associations, International Standards Organization, International Publishers' Association, United
Nations Library, New York, United Nations Library, Geneva, and UNESCO.
The following appointed delegates were unable to attend: Cuba, Germany
(D.D.R.), United Arab Republic, and International Community of Booksellers'
Associations.
APPENDIX

II

Organizing Committee
Appointed at Preliminary Meeting, London, July rg5g:
Sir Frank Francis, K.C.B., Director and Principal Librarian, British Museum,
London (President)
M. Paul Poindron, Conservateur en chef i la Direction des Biblioth€ques de
France, Paris (Vice-President)
Dr. Ludwig Sickmann, Dozent, Bibliothekar-Lehrinstitut des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen, Cologne
Miss N. A. Lavrova, Scientific Secretary and Chief Bibliographer, All-Union
Book Chamber, Moscow
Mr. A, H. Chaplin, Keeper, Department of Printed Books, British Museum,
London (Executive Secretary)

'
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Members added at the Conference, October r96r:
Sra. Maria Luisa l\{onteiro da Cunha, Director, Central Library, University
of 56o Paulo, Brazil
Dr. Andrew Osborn, Librarian, University of Sydney,Australia
Shri Benoyendra Sengupta, Assistant Librarian, National Library, Calcutta
Mr. Wyllis E. Wright, Librarian, Williams College, Williamstown, Mass.
AMERICAN

ACTION

ON THE

I.C.C.P,

At its Midwinter meeting, January z7-28, rgiz, the ALA Catalog Code Revision Committee approved the adoption of the I.C.C.P. principles as the basis
for the rules in a new code, subject to the following modifications in the Paragraphs noted:
6. There must be a recognition of the possibility of entry under various
names for a single author in approved circumstances.
9.3 In doubtful cases,the main entry should be made under the title or the
name of the personal author, with an added entry under the name of the corporate body.
g.rP Footnote 8. Omit the qualificatr'on "and which include some account of
the activities of the body."
g.r? Note that this should not be understood to include serials having a
distinctive title, even though the title-page states or implies the collective responsibility of a corporate body.
g.44 Territorial names should follow the forms established by the U. S. Board
of Geographic Names.
g.45 There is need to define what is meant by "minor variations of one
name."
9.45 Footnote .The alternative should be omitted.
9.5 By "formal or conventional title" is to be understood a title which includes a categorizing word or phrase followed by an individualizing element.
"Appropriate state or other territorial authority" is to be understood to include "state or other territorial authority governed by them."
In considering this paragraph the Committee voted that the conventional
titles for constitutions and treaties should be placed on the line below the author
line, but that "Laws, statutes, etc." should continue to be placed on the author
line, with the individualizing part of the title on a second line.
ro.3 The conference text was accepted in place of the alternative given in
the footnote.
ro.4 The difierence in choice of entry between ro.4 and rr.4 requires further
study.
rr.rr This should read "anonymous works whose authors have not been
ascertained" in order to exclude casesof unresolved pseudonvms.
rr.5 Provision should be made for the possibility of cataloging completed
serialsunder a single title.
rr.6 Decision is reserved on the possible categories of material which may be
included here.
rs. The Committee reaffirms its preference for the agreed usage in the language which the author generally uses as the preferred criterion.
Wylli,s E. Wright, Chairman
ALA Catalog Code Reuision Committee
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The ParisConference
KerHenlNn Btr-r-, Associate Prof essor
Uniuersity of Toronto Library School
Toronto

rf.rHAT
AGREEMENT CAN BE REACHED at a professional level
I by the nations of the world was proved beyond doubt at the International Conference on Cataloguing Principles held at IJnesco Headquarters in Paris, October 9th to rSth, 196r. Here the representatives of
fifty-four counties and twelve international organizations worked out, in
friendly discussion,a statement of principles on which it is expected that
author and title entries in all library catalogueswill be based' From the
opening remarks of the Chairman, in which he challenged the delegates
to make a "great-hearted" attempt to prevent catalogues from being set
forever in old patterns, to his concluding congratulations on "the most
successful international conference he had ever attended," there was
ample evidence of a spirit of co-operation and good will.
The Conference Wing of the Unesco Headquarters provided a perfe,ct
setting. The large meeting room was furnished with rows of desks sufficient to accommodate the delegates at the front, seated in alphabetical
order by country, and the observersbehind them. Each desk had a set of
earphones through which simultaneous translation in English, French,
Geiman, Russian, and Spanish was given by the official interpreters. A
microphone for each two persons made it possible for each delegate who
wished to speak to do so from a seated position when recognized by the
Chairman. The Chairman, Sir Frank Francis, and the members of the
Organizing Committee were seated on a high platform facing the participants.
In addition to the large auditorium, smaller rooms were available for
'committee meetings; there was an office for registration, distribution of
material and tickets, and a snack bar and lounge for the intervals between
meetings. Tickets could be secured for lunch in the [Jnesco restaurant,
and the other facilities of the building (shops,library and bank) were put
at the disposal of the delegatesand observers.
A strong American delegation, led by Wyllis E. Wright, Chairman of
the ALA Catalog Code Revision Committee, took a prominent part in
the discussions.Mr. Wright was appointed to the Organizing Committee
on the first day, and several of the others were members of Working
Groups appointed to prepare the revised drafts of different sectionsof the
"statement of Principles" after the general discussion had taken place.
The delegateswere: Richard S. Angell and C. Sumner Spalding from the
Library of Congress,Paul S. Dunkin, Ruth C. Eisenhart, C. D. Gull, and
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Seyrnour Lubetzky, who had all contributed working papers for the Conference. werner B. Ellinger represented the rnternalibnil Association of

The careful preparations, described in M. Poindron's article in the
Summer 196r issue of Library Resout.cesand, Technical Seruices, bore

The first sections of the "Draft Statement," defining the
statement, the functions and structure of the catalogue, and
en-tries in a catalogue, were accepted almost unanimously
minor changes in wording. The discussion on the functions

scope of the
the kinds of
with a few
of the cata-

ples" and the appended note.

languages normally used. Forms of personal names, on which there has
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been a difference of opinion in discussionson code revision, were covered
very generally in Section 8.2. The provision for a "further identifying
characteristic" to be added when necessaryto distinguish between various
persons bearing the same name allows the use of whichever type of designation is preferred in each country.
Section g, on corporate entry, brought one of the highlights of the
Conference when the great majority of the countries which had followed
the Prussian Instructions in rejecting corporate authorship expressed
their acceptance of this practice. Andrew Osborn, of Australia, formerly
of Harvard University, who has acted as liaison between the librarians of
Germany and the American Library Association, expressedthe thanks of
the Conference for this major concession.The representativesof the international organizations, such as the United Nations and FAO, were strong
supporters of corporate authorship, and the only expressionsof opposition
came from Sweden,Denmark, and Finland. Nevertheless,there were seven
votes against the use of corporate bodies as authors to fifty-six in favour,
the largest negative vote registered up to this time. There seemsno doubt
that the large majority in favor of corporate entry was partly due to the
provisions of Section 9.r, which restricted its use as author to those publi
cations which are clearly shown, by their content or by the wording of
their title-pages, to be the responsibility of the body as a whole. Section
g.g, giving a choice of entry under corporate body, personal author, or
title, satisfied those delegateswho expresseda preference for entry under
personal author in doubtful cases.The simplification of the form of entry
in Section 9.4 was also a factor in its acceptance.As in CCR, the form
used in the publication is generally favoured, with provision for selection
of the language best suited to the users of the catalogue in the caseof a
corporate body which has names in more than one language.
There was considerable discussion on the use of "form sub-headings,"
both in the Working Group on corllorate entry and in the sessions.The
final statement provided that entry under country, etc. should be used for
constitutions, treaties and laws and certain other works having similar
characteristics.with formal or conventional titles to indicate the nature of
the material. The entry of subordinate bodies under their own names, if
distinctive and not implying subordination, has an important exception
for administrative, judicial, or legislative organs of governments which
are always entered as subheadings to the territorial authority.
Section ro, dealing with multiple authorship, provided the only wide
divergence in voting. The idea of a "principal author" based on the
wording of the title-page was generally accepted, as was entry under the
first of two or three authors when none is represented as principal author.
Where a work has more than three authors, the majority of the delegates
favoured entry under title, but fourteen votes opposed this, favouring
entry under the first-named author. Alternatives were proposed for Section ro.3 on collections, and the voting showed a majority of thirty-five to
twenty-two in favour of entry under title as the general rule, with exception for entry under compiler if his name appears prominently on the
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title-page. The alternative proposal providing entry under compiler if
named on the title-page, and entry under title only when no compiler is
named was supported by twenty-five votes and opposed by twenty-six,
the only closevote of the Conference.Both are included in the "Statement
of Principles."
Section ll, on title entries, gathered together the decisions on main
€ntry under title from the previous sectionsand added others. These were
anonymous works whose authors had not been identified and works (including serials and periodicals) known primarily by title. Entry under
successivetitles for serial publications was approved in rr.5, and added
entries and references under title were covered in rr.z. The use of the
title in the original language or a conventional title as a uniform heading
called forth a demand for a list of anonymous classics.The request for
this project is embodied in a resolution.
The difficult and contentious subject of the treatment of compound
names and names with prefixes in various languages was reduced to the
simple statement in Section rz that they should be treated according to
agreed usage in the country of which the author is a citizen or the language which he generally uses.This gave rise to another resolution calling
for publication of a statement of the practice approved in each country
for the entry of personal names of its nationals. The hope was expressed
that agreement could be reached among countries using a common language on the practice of entering names in that language.
The final sessionof the Conference dealt with the resolutions and expressionsof thanks to those responsible for the organization and administration of the Conference. M. Brummel, Vice-President of IFLA, led an
ovation to Hugh Chaplin for the wise and considerate way he had carried
out his duties as Executive Secretary. The Chairman acknowledged the
great contributions of organizations and individuals responsible for the
successof the Conference, in particular the Council on Library Resources.
Throughout the sessionsfrequent mention was made of the generous
financial support of the Council, without which the Conference could not
possibly have been held. The final resolution embodied the gratitude of
the delegates.
A striking feature of the Conference, which was evident at almost
every session,was the demand for a continuation of the work so successfully begun. Although the meeting had achieved its objectives, there was
a feeling that this should be the beginning, rather than the end, of international consultation in the field of cataloguing. Some of the resolutions
call for the undertaking of specific projects, but several envisage further
international activities. It would indeed be a pity if the goodwill and cooperative spirit engendered in Paris were not put to further use.
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TheCanadian
Instituteon Cataloguing
Principlesand Rules*
LonNe D. Fnesrn, Assistant Librarian,
Yorh Uniaersity, Toronto, Ontarro

of Katharine L. Ball, the Canadian
T TNDER THE CHAIRMANSHIP
(-l Institute on Cataloguing Principles and Rules was held at St. Andrews, New Brunswick, on June r7th, 196r, immediately preceding the
annual conference of the Canadian Library Association. Sponsoredby the
CLA Cataloguing Section and organized by the Canadian Committee for
the IFLA International Conference on Cataloguing Principles, the Institute was called for the purpose of acquainting the official delegatesto the
Paris conference with Canadian opinion upon the questions to be considered there. With a registration of 6r (although all were not able to
attend all three sessions),the Institute was one of the largest gatherings
of Canadian cataloguers ever held, and it reflected the interest taken in
Canada in revision of the cataloguing code and in the fundamental principles of cataloguing which are receiving consideration all over the world.
The Chairman opened the proceedings by welcoming those present
and by paying tribute to Hazel MacTaggart for her work in organizing
the Institute. She then summarized the developments leading to the decision to hold an international conference, and explained the IFLA Organising Committee's arrangements for distributing working papers and
collecting opinion from the various countries which would be represented
in Paris. For the Institute it had been planned that working papers prepared by Canadian cataloguers and based upon the IFLA papers would
be distributed to registrants in advance, but in some casesit had been
impossible to do so in the absenceor late arrival of IFLA papers on the
topic assigned.The Chairman indicated that after each speaker had presented his paper, time would be allowed for free discussion on the major
questions of principle related ro that topic.
The Function of the Main Entry was the subject of the first paper by
Helen Falconer, Head Cataloguer, McGill University Library. Based on
IFLA papers nos. z-4, it summarized the arguments of Mr. Lubetzky,
Mme. Verona and Mr. Jolley and concluded with a brief report on the
replies received from several Canadian cataloguers on the questions raised
by the IFLA papers. In the discussionthat followed it was clear that opinion was divided on whether the main entry should serve primarily as an
identifying device for a particular publication or whether it should serve
as a device to assembleall editions and translations of a work. A show of
hands on the two extreme positions revealed that 12 persons favoured the
* For a detailed rq)ort see Summary of proceed.ings and working
Canadian Institute on Cataloguing Principles and Rules, June ryth,
Canadian Library Association, ry6r. (CLA Occasional paper,r;,o. BZ)
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former function while r r favoured the latter, but it was generally agreed
that a possible compromise between these extremes should be sought.
Emphasis was laid upon the necessityto organize large files in some way
so that accessto the material is facilitated, and the majority believed that
there is a greater need to assemble editions and translations of literary
works than of scientific and technical works.
Lacking an IFLA paper on Choice of Main Entry, Sister Francis
Dolores, Librarian, Mount Saint Vincent College, Halifax, drew upon
material prepared for the rg59 Preliminary Conference and the McGill
Institute as well as upon the Draft Code itself to indicate the problems
involved in works of multiple authorship and anonymous works. Discussion of her paper was focussedupon exploring the possibility of establishing a "dividing-line" in the number of authors according to which rules
for choice of entry could be formulated. It was almost unanimously agreed
that works by more than three authors should be entered according to
some other principle than that of the principal or first-named author, but
it was impossible to agree upon entry of all such works under title when
the name of an editor or compiler appears prominently in the publication.
This gave rise to doubts that the principles adopted for large national
catalogues would always prove satisfactory for small local ones, and an
urgent plea was made to give consideration to the local situation even if
principles must be sacrificed thereby.
In her paper Autertrs dont le Nom uarie Claire Audet, Universitd
de Montrdal, outlined the practices recommended by various national
codes for the treatment of pseudonyms, names of married women, religious names, and names of popes and saints. The Chairman observed
that the use of one form only of an author's name was still a controversial
matter, and invited discussion on the possibility of identifying the same
author by the difierent names or forms of name used by him. Again
doubts were cast upon the desirability of establishing a principle that
must be followed by large and small libraries alike. The Chairman explained that the international conference would recognize that deviations
from the principle will always occur, and the question at stake was in
which direction should the principle be established. A show of hands revealed that r r persons favoured identifying an author by one form of
name only, while r6 felt that the various names used by an author should
be adopted and linked by references. The Chairman was particularly
anxious to obtain opinion on the treatment of names with prefixes, since
the Canadian delegation undoubtedly would be invited to participate in
discussionon the question of French names. After the various alternatives
proposed in the IFLA documents were explained, a show of hands was
taken, indicating that 27 favoured following the custom of the language of
the author while 7 favoured the custom of his country.
Donald Baird, Assistant Librarian, University of Alberta, next presented his paper on Corporate Authorship, summatizing succinctly the
rules given in the Draft Code but deliberately omitting those dealing specifically with government bodies. It was pointed out during the discussion
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that for countries following the Anglo-American tradition the problem of
corporate authorship was one of entry under name or under place,
whereas for countries following the Prussian tradition it was a question of
accepting the concept of corporate authorship itself. No objections were
raised to the principle of entering all corporate bodies (with the exception
of government bodies) under their names in spite of the new problems in
filing that this might create. But when a choice appears to exist between
entry under a personal name or a corporate name, a large majority expresseda preference for personal name. For the treatment of subordinate
bodies the Draft Code's rules met with no opposition.
Title Entries for Anonymous Worhs Appearing under Various Titles
was treated in a paper by Marguerite Brosseau, Bibliothtque de la Ville
de Montrdal, and discussion supported her view that a uniform entry is
desirable for anonymous classics but not for modern anonymous works.
There was little in the IFLA working papers on this topic to which objection was raised, with the exception of M. Pierrot's recommendations to
adopt form headings for certain categories of works, such as festschriften,
auction catalogues, etc., none of which were considered desirable.
Margaret Ashley, Head Cataloguer, Winnipeg Public Library, opened
the final sessionof the Institute with a summary of her paper on Entry of
Serials Whose Titles haue Changed. She presented the arguments for and
against the three choices-entry under earliest title, latest title, or successivetitle-and concluded by reporting that comment received up to
that time on IFLA working paper No. 8 suggested that Canadian cataloguers were favourable to the principle of entry under successive title.
During the discussion that followed, several representatives of libraries
using successivetitle described the successof that method, and a show of
hands disclosed that no one favoured earliest title, 9 favoured latest title,
and e3 preferred successivetitle. Although Miss Ashley's paper did not
deal with the problem of entering serials under corporate body or under
title, the question was raised, and it appeared that only one person, a
medical librarian, favoured title entry for all serials. Of those that favoured recognition of corporate authorship for serials, r4 preferred to
enter non-distinctive titles under the corporate body, while three felt that
the official nature of the publication should determine the use of corporate entry.
The concluding paper on Form Subheadings was presented by Jean
Lunn, Head of the Cataloguing Division, National Library of Canada.
She outlined the reasoning behind the Draft Code's rejection of form
subheadingsand presented a strong casefor retaining them and extending
their application. The Chairman stated that the basic question to be decided was the acceptability of non-author headings in an author/title
catalogue. Discussion revealed that the need for non-author headings, and
particularly for form subheadings, appeared to be so great that it would
be justifiable to introduce into the author/title catalogue an inconsistent
type of entry. Logic in this instance should be sacrificed to practical necessity.
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Deweyl6th Edition- A Methodfor lts
Adoption
PeurrNn A. Snrr.v
Superuisor, T echnical Setaices
Denaer Public Library

,-ftHE DENVER PUBLIC LIBRARY regarded the r5th edition of the
I Dewey Decimal Classification with considerab,lecaution. Some of its
new numbers which were needed for new subjects were accepted (e.g.
954.7 Pakistan) and some new expansions that were desirable were
adopted (e.g. 67r.2-.9 Metal manufactures), but for most of the changes
recommended it was decided to wait and seewhat the r6th edition would
do. It is generally agreed that the r6th edition is a decided improvemenr
over all preceding editions; it is more uniformly developed throughout
all subjects and has been brought up to date in many respects.Also, with
its publication relative stability has been restored to the schedules, although it is recognized that some revisions will always be necessary,and
rn some areas even major changeswill be required, to keep pace with the
rapidly developing changesin knowledge.
The Denver Public Library, never having had a complete statement
of classification policies and decisions,felr that with the r6th edition the
time was auspicious to embark on a concentrated program of making decisions and of recording all present and past decisions in a uniform man-

gress cards, (4) but that, because of practical and local considerations,
some compromise is necessary.Effect of the decision not only on the Catalog Department but also on the public service of the Library is always
taken into consideration, especially when a relocation would result in a
change in location of material between departments or between units of
a department.
* Ca.
716,ooo volumes; ca. zzg,<xto titles.
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General Policy
The general policy is to adopt the r6th edition wherever it seemspossible, practical, ind suitable to the Denver Public Library. Since indications of relocations from the r4th and r5th editions that aPpear in the
r6th edition will not be included in the rTth edition, it will make future
classifying much easier if as many of these changes as possible can be
adopted 6efore receipt of the r7th edition. Flowever, where it is known
that a subject will be completely reworked in the rTth edition, new numbers are adopted with caution and recataloging held to a minimum.
The general procedure is to consider each number individually as the
problem arises in cataloging new material and to decide on it individually, according to geneial principles for the difierent situations, as defined below. However, in some cises, where large sectiQnshave similar
structure and problems, e.g. 385-388, 4go's, 89o's, 974-979, a thorough
study is made and decisions reached on the whole section. Also, before
adopting a particular number in a new expansion, the whole expansion
is uiual\ srudied in relation to the titles in the shelf list and some general
decisions made on the whole.
In general, the amount of recataloging to accompany adoption of new
numbers is governed by the time available, the amount of material involved, and ipecial problems inherent in the particular situation, as outlined below.
Of course, with the staff and time available, it is not possible to study
every situation adequately nor to carry out every change even though it
may be considered desirable. Therefore, judgement must be used, priorities established, and a gradual proces$ of adoption accepted. Some instancesof this gradual processare cited below.
Expansions
New expansions are generally accepted, unless there is good reason
for nor doing so. Consideration is given to the amount of material the
Library has or is likely to have. There are some places where Dewey is
overexpanded for the Library's needs. In some instances it is decided to
adopt ihe expansion in general but to omit some of the more minute subdivisions. An example of this may be found in the expansion of 676 Pulp,
paper and. related industries. 676.12 is used for Wood pulp; but it has
been decided to omit the further subdivisions of .tz (.rzz-.r27, each number being assignedto a particular process,e.g. Mechanical processes,Soda
process, Sulfite process, etc.). Likewise, the main subdivisions of 676.28
Types of paper ind paperboard, will be used (i.e. .z8z-.289),but further
expansioni of these tb the fourth figure (i.e. .z8zg-.z8z6,.2842'.2845)will
not be used.
Recataloging is not necessaryfor simple expansions, especially if there
is a large amount of material. In some cases,as each new subdivision of a
class is adopted, the material that would go into that particular subdivision is recitaloged. This is being done for the period subdivisions of history numbers.
.
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There is one situation where adoption of a new subdivision is sometimes deferred: the case where u tpeiifi. topic has been changed from a
main number to a subdivision of tiat nnrnbe., t.he heading for the main

basic number for radio in l)enver Public Library.
Shorter Numbers

a few titles.
The old longer number is retained if there is a large amount of material in it and ihere is no othel leason for change excePt to shorten the
number. There are some caseswhere it even seennspreferable to retain the
old longer number, e.g. 49r.63 Gaelic language (in this caseso it may be
. r8r
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further subdivided like 4zo, which cannot be done for Gaelic when it is
included in 49r.6 Celtic languages).
Changed Numbers
The decision to change to an entirely new number must be weighed
very carefully, becauseit is almost essential to recatalog all old titles to the

material already in the r7o's and 3gz's, and three places for the same subject would be too much to cope with.
In some casesthe new number may be adopted without recataloging
if the new books are being written from a difierent angle and fit better in
the new number, e.g. 341.1 for Peacerather than ry2.4.
Preferred Schedules
The r6th edition incorporates an innovation in Dewey schedules.Entirely new, revised tables were prepared for Inorganic and Organic chemistry, based on the old main numbers 546 and g47, thus resulting in an
immediate reuse of many numbers in the subdivisions of g46 and g47.
The old r4th edition tables, with some additions, are printed at the end
of volume z.
In the subdivisions of b47 the Denver Public Library had a hodge
podge of numbers from the r4th edition of Dewey and from an old John
Crerar expansion. It had already been decided that this section muit be
reclassified; therefore, the new "preferred schedules" were most opportune, and it was immediately agreed to adopt them. Since, however, ir
was not possible to recatalog all titles immediately, the following method
was adopted, whereby new titles are classifiedin the proper new number
and old titles recatalogedgradually. (r) A srar was pencilled before the call
number on every card in the shelf list under 546 and b47. e) New titles
are classified according to the r6th edition. The call numbers for these
have no star on the shelf list cards. The cards are interfiled with those
that have stars. (3) When a new r6th edition number is started, all books
on the same subject are recataloged from the old number to the new, thus
bringing all material on the subject rogether in the new number. If the
new number happens to be one already in use for a different subject, it is
used anyway with the new meaning. If possible, the old titles in this number are changed to their proper new number. (So far, no chain reacrion
has been set up!) When a title is recataloged, the star is removed. If the
old titles are left in the number, the star in their call numbers indicates
which they are and explains why there are two different subjects in the
r8g
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same number. (4) Eventually, when time permits' a survey will be made of
all call numberJ with stars that are still in the shelf list. Where necessary,
these will be recataloged. There are some instanceswhere the number for
the subject is the sarire in the r6th edition as it was in earlier editions.
For theie, all that will be needed will be removal of the star'
To give an idea of how this work has progressed f-ro1nNovember 1958
to Aprii 196r, there are now in the shelf list for the subdivisions in the 546
and,-g47.iurr", 164 titles with stars ao.d97 titles without stars. Of the 37
with6ul stars, 14 ui. re* titles classifiedaccording to the r6th edition and
zg are reclassifiedtitles.
Recording of Decisions
It is important that all decisions made be recofded in a uniform manner so that^they will be readily available to all catalogers.IJnfortunately
this library has nerrer had a complete or uniform record of classification
policies and decisions. A method for accom-plishing this has now been
worked out and is gradually being put into efiect.
Each caralog.r"hur a copy of-tire r6th edition of Dewey. The aim is
for every catalJger to haveln his copy a record of, ot a reference to, all
classification deiisions. If a decision is simple and can easily be recorded
in the book, this is done. A check mark is used to indicate that a number,
note, or reference is accepted; a square bracket is used for anything not
accepted. Policies and de;isions requiring more lengthy statements and
and filed
all local Denver Public Library expansions are typed on sh-e_ets
Each
Manual.
classification
catalogDepartm-ent's
the
by classnumber in
cataloger also has a copy of tie sheets that apply to the.classeswhich he
catalols. For each clasi number in the Manual, a note, "see Manual," is
added"besidethe number in the r6th edition. In order to achieve the recording of all decisions in each copy of Dewey 1 gutg is prepared' which
either [ives the actual information to be recorded in the book, or indicates
the ref"erral note to be added. After all catalogers have annotated their
copies of the book from rhe card, it is filed in a permanent file for reference and historical purposes.
Finally, each catiloger has a copy of DCAND.'( He is expected to write
in his copy of Dewey a"referral (tie symbol "DC&" and its issue numbering) to e".h .t.t-bei in each issue of DCAND (or at least !9*the numbers
in"the classeswhich he catalogs).Index entries from DCAND are written
in if time permits. These arJnot iclentified as being from DCAND. All
table referencesand index entries are always added to at least the two key
copies in the department.
* u. s. Library of congress. Decimal classification
ditions, notes, and decisions. Washington, D. C.' t959.
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Dealersand Documents
Cet:rrnnrnrr Mayruny
H ead, G ouernmen t P u,blicationsD epartment
Wilbur CrossLibrary
Uniuersity of Connecticut, Storrs

Until then, out-of-print documents will continue to circulate between

Although present-day librarians are more and more interested in how
the tax dollar or company funds might best be spent, at one point in their
history librarians were not noted for any particular business acumen and
allowed events to take their course rather than taking the initiative in
shaping their course.
The dealer is to blame because he has not shown any great interest
(in many cases,none at all) in government publications.'When he does
handle them, it is on a scale so small that eitensive advertising is out of
the question and prices prohibitive. As a result, documents libra-rians have
been forced to circulate lists of duplicates both in an effort to get rid of
those documents they no longer want, and to get on mailing listi of other
libraries.
rf is commonly assumedthat becausethe documents on these exchange
.
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or duplicate lists can usually be had for postage or freight charges,this is
an economic-alway to do business.In the loqg run, hJwever, ihi, i, ,rot
the caseat all. First, since dealers have shown no interest. librarians have
assumed that there are_only two ways to dispose of documents: to give
them- away or to burn them. ln order to give ihem away, they have to be
listed, a procedure few libraries can affori. Those libraries which do have
funds for such_apurpose often hire students or other part-time, untrained
help to compile lists which turn out to be compl.t.iv ,nrrr.uble. Those
personswho have ever undertaken such a project^know that in addition
to
'tracing
publication- history of a ceniury-and_a_half old journal
.the
through its multifario_us forerun..rr, -.rgerr, d:irririorrr,suspensions,
re_
sumptions, title
sub-title) change{ frequency changes, format
.(a^nd
changes, and an infinite
number of other po*ibl" permutaiions,"l the
tracing of documents involves detective -"o.i irrto tfre ureu of
corporate
authorship, an undertaking requiring patience, knowledge, and an iUhty
to retain one's saniry aftei the eighih reorganizarior oi u
governmental
agency.
ocuments from these lists, librarians
Latit is going to turn our to be what
n item becausethey could not afiord
st, the library might find itself with
cldition to its own two cornplete sets.

andinadequa
teentries.
ollll' n'.l""il#:iH*'X*.!ffi;.T
.-r,yr..
together, and the library must take them all in order

to get one *t i.n it
wants, or do witho't. rn addition to these complaints, rJquests are most
often honored on a first come, first served,basis,which -"un, that when a
western library ofiers twelve complete volumes of Nuclear science Abstracts, those of us in the east have harclly a prayer of getting them. Hour.s
and hours are spent checking a list, only to lose-out en"tirely"onevery item
requested-rather an expensive undertaking. rt should be obvious to
all that our lists are not nearly so efiective as we want them to be, ancl
they cost us dearly both on the clistribution and the acquisition end.
Would it not be a great deal easier for a library simply to pack up its
duplicates and ship them to a dealer, either for direct iale to hi- oi fo,
credit? would it not be a great deal easierfor a library to acquire items simby placing an order with this dealer?If libraries actively participated in
PII
this type of arrangement, the volume of businesswoulcl te large'enough
to cut dealers' cos.tsconsiderably. And not only would the costli and verv
tedious jotr-?-f listing and deciphering lists of others be done i*uy rrit(
documents librarians should. then be able to acquire most of what they
want when they want it without having to wait sometimes years for it to
appear on a list. cooperation between libraries, so muctr in the news
is fine, but the aim of cooperation, in part, is to save money. Very
19uy,
little money is-being sav"_d.with rh€ system oi cooperative trading being
usgd nev/-er, if it is saved,it is at the expenseof our collections ancl their

users.
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How many unused and unwanted setsof the U' S' Serial Set are sitting
libraries
around in small libraries, taking up expensive space?-If these.
"monster"
thisknew that a dealer was interest"H itt puyittg them to take
ofi their hands, a great many set$would circulate and settle down agatn
where they could"be used. llow many tons of old documents are sitting
what
around in attics and basements of libraries because no one knows
or to
they are or has the money to find out and then to advertise them
are lanhave them hauled away? And how many of the newer libraries
for want of some of these documents?
guishing
L ir",.rr. that depository libraries for federal documents cannot arbitrarily disposeof depository items-.2It isdoubtful that the Superintendent
agreed-to
of Documents would grani permission for their sale even if he
that
trle
is
a-lso
their relinquishment By tne depository library. It
-:::l:^r
exPensrve'
libraries u." fittdi.tg the microlacsimiles adequate,-although,
a
Hbraries with enough disposable material to make
But there u."
".ro.,glt
notice.
dealer sit up and take
Book
Libraries in this country have at their disposal the united States
denyno
is
there
Exchange, which may or rnuy ,tot be efiective (alth-o-ugh
handle
ing tnut"i.t principle it is sound). At any rate, the USBE does not
"become
not
it
that
recommended
report
d.o".uments,u.ra th. rgbg survey
dealers in
the center tor e*ctrun[!"of officiat fuo.rr,o.tttt."3 Libraries have
rare books, dealers in reprints, in ou
and now even a dealer in the "middl '
print documents on as large a scale?
left today about the need in this are
to stay-for that matter, what libr:
Librarians have at least accepted tl
dealers
and reluctance, but they have accepteclit. Why, then, have not the
said,
rec,ently
dealer
out-of-print
One
voidi
jumped in to hlt a., odvious
l,W"' .u.r', get in. you documents librariant ure too tight a_clique. You
documents
trade back"and forth and a dealer hasn't a chance'" Well'
to fill
opportunity
jump
at
the
librarians have had no choice. Many would
a
storeemPty
to
and
call
telephone
in gaps in collections by means of a
us?
try
not
Why
fell
swoop'
one
at
.o#rr^frrtl of cluplicates
REFERENCES
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on P€rm-anent deposit' rez.
- "Publications supptied to deiository liblaries, although
not be disposed of in any
may
and
main the propeitj' of the Feileral Government
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Instructions
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I Grou
Bensene Wrsrny, Chairman
Council of Regional Groups

TJrHIS,REPQ+T
OF 16 MEETINGS held by 13 regional groups re_
veals a wide range of interests-from informitioi
I
retrie"var io retrieving dead wood from the catalog, with five groups discussing
some
phase of code revision.
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Richard
The Group joined the College Section {or lunch and heard
Lee"'
of
Harwell of gowdoin College sieak on "The Human Genius
The New JerseYLibrarY Associati
ber meeting toured the State Libran
Service Bureau and visited the Hist<
Tercentenary Committee. In March
the Reference Section at a joint work
University, was to speak on the impli
librarians and assis?with round table discussionson how the cataloger
meets the needsof the referencelibrarian.
The Philadelphia Area Technical serwicesLibrarians held an interesting meeting on the evening of Octob
Members participated in one of the
the first half of the evening: Acquiri
Frederick Fry, Penn. State IJniversit
(Kathleen O'Donnell, Librarian, Ro
production (John Dawson, Universit'
leaders for the secondpart of the eve
trols (Elizabeth Borden, University o
and its alternatives (Jean HopPer,
Serials recording (Donald Dennis, Drexel Institute of Technology)'
Last spring ih. Otttutio Regional Group of Catalogers met with the
Reference Wo"rkshop at McMas'ter Universiiy, Hamilton, to hear Effie C'
Astbury, McGill University Library School, discuss the implications of
code revision for the reference librarian. In November both groups met in
Toronto to hear Katharine Ball, university of Toronto Library school,
the highlighrs and the results of the International conference on
present
'Cataloging
fiinci[les in Paris from which she had just returned as the
Canadian delegate.
.,Biblfigrapher Looks ar the Library" was the, topic of the talk by
The
Donald B. Sand-s,Frofessor of English at Boston College, when he spoke
to the New England Technical SeivicesLibrarians. He told of his experiences in locatiig information for his Concise Bibliograph-y lor Students
of Liter,atura, commented on researchhabits of colleg_estudents, and criticized library facilities and practices as they affected reference needs of
students.
At its fall meeting the catalog Section of the North carolina Library
Association changed*its name to the Resources and Technical Services
Section and heard Carlyle Frarey, University of N. C. School of Library
Science,speak on the topic: "what does catalog code Revision mean to
Us," outlining the philoiophy and development of the Code and discussing the cost in time and money involved in its adoption'
The Potomac Technical Processing Librarians met in Novemb'er at
Catholic University of America. The morning session yut . u panel,
.,Eternal triangle-bataloger, Reference Librarian, Reader," with Emily
Schilpp, Johni Hopkins University, Janice Sherwood, I;nion Library
Catalog Fttitua"tpniu, and Kenneth Walker, Goucher College, as partici-
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pants. "Catalog Code Revision-Application"
was the topic of the afternoon discussionwhich was divided into three groups: Public libraries led
by Marian Sanner, Enoch Pratt Free Library; Special Libraries by Winifred Johnson, Bureau of Naval Weapons Technical Library; and College
and University Libraries by Robert Pierson, University of Maryland.
The program of the Wisconsin Library Associarion Cataloging Section
in October featured a panel discussionon "Efficient and Economical Cataloging," which revealed many useful practices and ideas. Herman Storm,
Moderator, Madison Public Library, described catalog card reproduction
and itemized costs at his library. John J. Ball, University of Wisconsin
Library School, talked on "Teaching Efficient and Economical Cataloging." Mary Tesovnik, Milwaukee puUtic Library, discussed "Efficiency
and Economy in Cataloging" as atrained by a well-defined separation of
clerical and professional assignments. Dorothy Naughton, Wisconsin
Free Library Commission, gave a report on the Southwest Wisconsin
Library Center.
The Pacific Northwest Library Association Catalog Division changed
its name to the Technical Services Division. At its fall meeting John
MacEachern, Chief, Technical Service Division, Washington State University, spoke on "Cooperation Between the Libraries of Washington
State University and the University of Idaho," describing rhe local newspaper files, reciprocal library use, avoiding duplicate purchasesof expensive or little used materials, and the union list of serials on IBM cards,
and listing as future ideas bindery and the consolidation or coordination
of the two technical service departments; Henry T. Drennan, then Idaho
State Librarian, spoke on "Centralized Technical Services in Idaho,"
describing the organization and operation of centralized processingat the
State Library.
The Arkansas Resourcesand Technical ServicesGroup at its October
meeting had a round table discussion on periodicals mod-eratedby Syble
Tatom, |. M. Pearce Library, Southern State College, Magnolia. Subjects
and leaders were as follows: Subscription Costs-Myrtle Roush, Arkansas
Polytechnic College; Microform-Mrs.
Janie Winkleman, Jefferson Co.
Library, and Velma I-ee Adams, Southern State College; Gifts and Exchanges-Miss Tatom; Selection-Mona Hall, Sourhern Baptist College;
and Temporary Files-Mrs. Florence Parker, Little Rock Public Library.

IN

TIIE

MAIL

I have just read Mr. Castagna'sarticle in the last issue of ZRTS ,Fall, 196rr.
He has a messagefor catalogersas well as for all professional people who wish to
share their ideas with others.
I do not think it is necessaryfor all excellent catalogers to be skilled in words.
But when a cataloger has the vision beyond good judgment in applying rules
already established and begins to test the value of rules and methods as ro their
efficiency in making the contents of libraries most readily available to users, this
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cataloger has a bit of creative genius and often discovers more useful technical
processeswhich should be shared with others.
There are two distinct but interrelated processes in preparing material for
print. First and most fundamental, the author himself should have his idea
worked out in his own mind, clearly, logically and with precision. This done he
is now ready to select the words and phrases best suited to express it. Much of
the criticism of the poor literary quality of articles in print is not due to the use
of inadequate words but to the slipshod thinking of the author. The words reflect
the inability of the author to think out what might be a useful idea. One can
sometimes catch what is in the author's mind, but this is not clear thinking or
good literature.
I recall at a Library convention, some time ago, two speeches,one by a librarian, a poet of distinction, the other by a director of a university library.
One was an ovation to our profession, a silvery flow of words and charming
poetical metaphors, enchanting as music; the other was a simple, straight-forward
exposition of a few practical points in efficient library administration, logical,
concise, and clear. This speech advanced library technical knowledge. The other
advanced library prestige in the literary world.
Librarians, dealing with books, of all professions, should be mindful of literary style. A simple, unadorned, and readily understood exposition of a carefully
worked-out idea in any technical field, expressed in well-chosen words is good
literature. Then, if a bit of pure literary genius can add humor and charm to
the exposition, it will give a certain literary distinction to our Profession.-lulia
P ettee, Salisbury, Conne cticut

WORKSIIOP ON LIBRARY

BII\|DING

The RTSD Bookbinding Committee has planned a pre-conference Workshop
on Library Binding to be held at Miami on Saturday, June 16.
The program will consist of three sessionsarranged as follows:
g:goA.M.-rr:3oA.M. "Developrnent of Performance Standards for Library
Binding." Speakers: Frazer Poole, ALA Library Technology Project;
William J. Barrow, W. J. Barrow Research Laboratory; Jean Karl, ALA
-Children's Book Council
Joint Committee on Binding
z:oo P.M.-4:oo P,M.
A panel discussion on Mending, Repair and Pamphlet Binding with
demonstrations of the latest methods and materials.
8:oo P.M.-g:3o P.M. "The Library Binding Situation Today"
From a Commercial Binder's Viewpoint: Mrs. C. W. Gross, Joseph
Ruzicka, Inc.
From a Librarian's Viewpoint: Jerrold Orne, University of North Carolina
From the Viewpoint of a Library Operating its Own Bindery: Kenneth
Allen, University of Washington
Exhibits by binders and library suppliers will be featured. Advance registration is strongly urged because only eoo participants can be accommodated. The
registration fee is $z.oo. Send your check to Miss Lilly Carter, University of
Florida, Gainesville, Florida.
A separate publication, containing the papers presented at the Workshop
will be edited by Frazer Poole and be sent free of charge to the registrants.
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ShelfList of the

[-]NnON 'ltFilEOnOGnCA.n,SEN/IIN,A.RV
nntsRA.R.Y
in the CITY of NElil YORK

enr rnrvnrcro to ofrer the ShelfList of this Library which
\ffE
v Y is unsurpassedamong thc theological
collectionsof this
country. Mr. Robert Beach,the Librarian, describesthe collection
asfollows:

This collection -

strong, varied and sprcialized -

now totals approxi-

mately 3)0,000 items. Large holdings of incunabula and t6th century
Bibles, Greek Testaments and Gospels embody 500 years of Bible translation, revision and publication

An excellent supporting collection of books

on the languages of interest to the Biblical scholar has been gathered

The Library's chief strength lies in the historical field

Many ancrenr

and most of the definitive editirins of the Church Fathers, both Western
and Oriental, are available Here are important sets such as Migne's
Patrologiae and the Corpus Reformatorum

In addition to substantial

Calvin, Luther and Zwingli collections, there are church histories of all
standpoints, ages and periods, supplemented by extens;ye collections on
the Roman Catholic Church, on monasticism and on nearly all of the
leading church bodies of our own and other countries.
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Union's Shelf List is, in effect, a classedcatalog Guide cards and extensive cross references are included.

Secondary tracings do not appear

The classification, originally developed to meet the specialized needs of
the large theological library, is now used by approximately 50 seminaries
here and abroad.

The 202,385 cards in this Shelf List have been reproduced by ofiset
with 21 cards per lU'x
14" page. Acid.free paper without ground
wood was used. The l0 volumes are overswn and bound in Class A
Library Binding.
This is a limited edition and it is suggested that you place yotr
order as soon as possible to assure availabiliry.
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Schoolof Librory Service

mately 115,000cards. ? volumes. PrepublicationPrice (U'S'): $330'00'
OutsideU.S.: $363.00.After October31, 1962 (U'S.): $415'00'Outside
U.S.: $456.50.
A prospecttts for each of these works is auailable on request'
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